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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Communication experts often take pride in pointing to 
the interdisciplinary nature of the theory they generate. 
Detailed models are developed to explain the nature of human 
interaction, but applications outside„the'immediately 
related fields are seldom pursued. One area of particular 
interest is state and local government..
That the communication expert should be interested in 
the legislative system seems both natural and important. 
Representative institutions are pervasive in our society. 
"Individuals who presumably represent other citizens govern 
some ninety thousand different political units. .
(Prewitt and Eulau, 1969). The impact of legislative 
activities is with us in almost everything we do.
A large part of communication theory has centered 
around personal interaction- and group.workings. Many sign­
ificant concepts have been solidly defined and demonstrated, 
but the application has been limited. Studies in the dis­
cipline of political science have paralleled only slightly 
this development of group process. Traditionally, legisla­
tive bodies have been studied in terms of the formal
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structure of the legislative group. The basis of formal 
leadership or committee organization.,, and iegislative- 
decision making typically has been analyzed in terms of 
"pressures" or "vectors" which’ influence the decision­
making process. The pattern of informal organization of 
legislative groups based on a variety..of interpersonal 
relationships among legislators has been frequently 
recognized, but seldom investigated systematically (Patter­
son, 19 59) .
David Truman (1951) recognized the reason for concern 
about informal group structures in the legislative situation 
when he wrote:
Such a body [a legislature]. ..is: not ..properly 
conceived of as a ,collection.. of^individual..men.,, 
unorganized and without intexnal„,cohesio.n.. Nor 
is it any better accounted;̂fcr.„;exclusi.vely in 
terms of the formal, legal.struct.ure of the 
legislature... A .legislative, .body.has.rits.. own., 
group life, sometimes asv,a .xnnit,,..:perhaps.more. . 
often as a collection of subgraups.,cr_‘:cliques.
It has its. own operating .structure.ycwlii.ch- may . 
approximate, or differ sha.rp.ly :from the formal 
organization of the chamber.
Empirical work demonstrating the. importance of informal 
group formations in the legislative system has progressed 
slowly.
The essential, philosophy of this, study is twofold. 
First, legislative processes can be .profitably approached 
not only in terms of formal institutions and formal pro­
cedures, but also with a concentration upon people; hence.,
3
a behavioral view. Secondly, theories..,o£:human’ interaction 
need to be applied in the field situation. As Clevenger
(1969) stated: "If an effect is. so slight or unstable that
it cannot be observed in a natural setting, then it is 
perhaps not worth investment of substantial time and 
resources in experimental research.. . .Researchers should 
devote more attention to field studies." Because of its 
unique visibility, the legislature offers an obvious area 
for application of communication theory.
Review of the Literature 
Group Formation 
Newcomb (1961) empiricized the theory that persons with 
similar orientations (attitudes) are attracted to each other. 
A person uses information from others to confirm and extend 
the impressions of his senses. Thus, the.individual is 
conceived to need support from others for his attitudes and 
beliefs. When the person encounters, others with- attitudes 
contrary to his own, a state of strain arises. Because this 
strain is uncomfortable, the individual seeks to resolve it 
by finding agreement with other persons. This basic motiva­
tion has been called the need for "consensual validation" 
(Sullivan, 1947).
In the book Social Psychology, Secord and Backman. (1964) 
summarized Newcomb's theory of interpersonal attraction:
4
Th e greater imp o r t aace-̂ aadc;.ĉ m iu'̂ 'eXevafic.e 
of the attitude-.object ..to.\th&\qaex&ms.;:d;ji■■a'.. 
dyad, the, strongervthe-*at.1̂a:ctiaaK;.,.'.-By; ;*timpbr.tance'' 
is meant the strength:.cfc.t̂ &i.£ee.i±rig:̂ ; ...cag,ri±-tion.,. 
or behaviors toward tthe.-;ial)4-actc±iE-'̂ Ŝt:ian..».-,'. They
may be positive or negatd-ve... :uBy:"’Hcommoji. jrolevance''
is meant the degree .t.G.;,whf ch..;̂  -per.-.....
ceived as., having common consequences for., the. persons 
in question. The; term .''object''..;.refers . to any- focus 
of perception, includinĝ ,,.phy.s.i.ca:i. ob jects, symbols, 
other persons, or one's self.
When members' opinions or attitudes are closer together, 
they will tend to group together. Personal attraction, then, 
is a function of similarity. Newcomb ■ (1956) summarized this 
point of view when he wrote: "attraction is predictable
from similarity of attitude toward important and relevant 
objects." Several studies tend to confirm"-these findings.
A number of studies found in social.psychology and 
communication research add empirical, support to explanations 
why subgroups form within the legislative structure. Common 
to the studies are the findings that people group together 
on the basis of similarity. In addition, their friendship 
(liking) supports formation because of. perceived similarities, 
Festinger (1954) indicated why informal groups would 
form from such a situation. He examined the setting in which 
the members' attitudes were not similar and found that "when 
a discrepancy exists with respect to opinions or abilities 
there will be a tendency to cease comparing oneself with 
those in the group who are very different from oneself."
This study would indicate members, of. groups gravitate from 
dissimilar to similar groups on the basis of their opinions.
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In addition, Smith (19 5 7) found that the:., extent to which 
a person sees another as resembling.Jaims.eIf in consequen­
tial aspects will determine, at least to some degree, the 
extent to which he will accept, that, person.
Byrne, through a number of studies found the same 
correlation with interpersonal attraction. He tied it to 
"liking." One-study showed that "a stranger who is known 
to have attitudes similar to those,.of...the subject is better 
liked than a stranger with attitudes -dissimilar to those of 
the subject" (1961). In addition, those with similar 
attitudes were judged to be more intelligent, better informed, 
more moral and better adjusted.
Other studies confirmed that .interpersonal attraction 
is a positive function of the proportion of attitude state­
ments which are in agreement with the subject (Bryne and 
Wong, 1962; Byrne and Nelson, 1965; Byrne and Clore, 1966).
In an earlier study Festinger, et.aL. (1952) tied 
attitudes directly back to group formation. In a format, in 
which subjects were given information about, the attitudes 
of varying groups, they were more attracted to the group 
which was in agreement with their attitudes.
A reasonable conclusion would posit that people tend to 
seek out others on the basis of similarity.
Newcomb (1956) made some assumptions about'what happens 
when interactions do take place which give direction to his
6
theory. He suggested that interaction* an balance, pro­
duces a reward. In this reward-punishment':-view he posited 
that (1) when a person Interacts, the:.r:ewardvpunishment 
ratio is more often such to be; reinfoxcing than extinguish­
ing and (2) that on-the-whole rewarding .effects of inter­
action are more, apt to be obtained from those with whom 
one interacts most frequently.
Homans (19S0) related the communicative interaction 
back to liking. He noted: "If .the:.frequency:of .interaction
between two or more persons increases, the degree of their 
liking will increase."
Communication also aids in:develop±n|p:similaf ity. 
Newcomb (1956) reasoned that whenever .people- communicate 
they share information which gives them, a little more in 
common. This commonality brings their attitudes closer 
together.
Attitudes, liking and similarity:,,- according to the 
research, feed upon each other, with .the messages between 
members reinforcing and facilitating the:: entire process. 
Those members who do not group together tend not to estab­
lish appropriate communication connections.
In terms of a large group .like .the legislature, what, 
does this body of theory and research suggest? Homans 
(1961) found evidence which points .toward internal group 
formation, He said: "If people like each other they will
7
try to interact, i£ they* dislike each:.other:: they will try 
to avoid one another. Sentiment and interaction are 
directly related."
More specifically Stephen Mons.ma~ (1965) found in the 
Michigan House of Representatives that: ". . .attitudes and 
opinions. . . tended (along with other..factors) to serve 
as basis for the informal group."
Research completed on four, State ..Legislatures by 
Wahlke, Eulau, Buchanan and Ferguson . (19.62) clearly 
support the same theme. They stated ..that "social contacts 
occur more frequently between members with similar charac­
teristics ."
Consistent with research already cited was Fiellins'
(1970) observation that not only do groups form on the 
basis of similar attitudes but also, that:attitudes are 
affected by the group. Fiellin. reported:that "they 
(informal groups) . . .become in various, rvays informal 
operating units of their institutions and have important 
effects on their members’ attitudes and .behaviors„"
It seems, then, that "the mostpiauslble hypothesis 
is that a feedback process is. in action, here, with 
attitudes and opinions aiding in group formation and then 
the group acting on the attitudes an.d,.Qpinions, causing 
ever greater uniformity" (Monsma, . 1965).
Phillips (1966) summarized.the significance of the 
group formation theories.
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In large groups, members tend.'-to: direct- their 
communications to personsi;;simi;l.aj!i.±Q::tkemsel̂ Bs.o 
As a group gets larger,,.,:,faati-ans_,may;:be.gin; to.' 
develop.. .Factions are.liclusttex^^zme^eTsiwlib:, 
conf ine their communicaticuis^'rtctmthers,; who, ,helieve 
as they do. Clus ters may.. deteJjirp... around.xJdLtexia 
external to the discussion,,1. ..dai.ch..as. ;m.ce.,. -religion, 
occupation, socio-economic values, and status.
In Phillips' statement he asserted that outside 
criteria might tend to serve as a predictable nucleus of 
the informal group. Although concerned with role orienta­
tions Wahlke, et al. (1962) madethe point- that other 
criteria might serve as, at least., partial predictors of 
behavior. The authors stated: "We. can .conceive that each
legislator-to-be possesses some'sort of .'role potential' 
according to the attitudes, roles, and. other personal 
characteristics’ shaped by such 'demographic variables' as 
sex, age, ethnicity, religion,, education,:: and social 
variables." In addition, Wahlke, ejt al. (1962) concluded 
that structural characteristics very, strongly influence the 
location of social linkage. While not attempting to show 
the extent of the relationships , Monsma'(1965) noted that 
"personal background" (e.g., age, occupation, religion, 
etc.) was related to the informal group::membership. Many 
studies have been carried out to determine' the 'characteris­
tics' of legislators with the implicit-assumption that 
structural and social influences affeet.ihis attitudes and 
behavior (Hyneman, 1940; Beckett and Sunderland, 1957;
Ruschelman, , 1967'; Hjelnr and' Piscl.o~t.te,. 19.6S.j-'.Zeller, 1954). 
Often examined are occupation, tenore.y committee assign­
ments, age, types of districts represented, and others.
Members of a party are commonly assumed to share some 
attitudes in common. Because of this., the theory thus far 
discussed would suggest groups tend .to form inside the party, 
all other things being equal. Several studies support this 
notion (Patterson, 1959; WahIke,. e.t..al.-, 1962; Monsma,
1969). Monsma (1965) found, however,; greater crossing of 
party lines for minority party members than majority party 
members, and for- secondary informal ..groups': (task oriented) 
than primary informal groups (friendsiilp;;oriented).
The discussion to this point indicates'that members 
with similar attitudes tend to group .together, which in 
turn reinforces still more similar attltudesv. The litera­
ture in political science seems to:confirm:::this theory.
It also suggests that there may be; connections between the 
informal groups and the structural and social groupings 
already known to exist in the legislature'(e.g., party, 
tenure).
Proximity
In terms of informal group development, an additional
I
question needs to be explored. A frequently advanced and 
commonly accepted notion is that propinquity, or proximity, 
has a strong influence on one's friendship choices. The
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research indicates that if" other things arerequal, the 
closer two individuals are located.-geographically, the 
more likely it is* that they will be attracted to each 
other.
Several investigators have collected evidence which 
indicated that students tend to develop stronger friend­
ships with those students who shara,.±heir/classes, or . 
their dormitory or apartment building.,: ...or/who sit .near . 
them, than with those who are geographically located only 
slightly further away. (Maisnneuve., ̂ Ealmade, and Eourment, 
1952; Willerman and Swanson, 1952^ .Eestinger, 1953;: Byrne 
and Buehler, 1955; Byrne, 1961 :[a . :Although the. research 
is voluminous, studies with clerks, in. department stores 
and members of bomber creWs serve as examples to demon­
strate that closer relationships are .developed :with...those 
who happen to work next to them than:/with :co-workers a 
few feet away (Gullahorn, 1952; Kipnis, 1951; Zander and 
Havelin, 1960).
One of the most often referred: to.studies, demonstrat­
ing the relationship between- proximity and-friendship 
choice, was conducted by Fes tinger, ,'Schachter, and Back 
(1950). They tested friendships developed in a new. housing 
project for married students. Festinger . (19 51) arrived at 
the conclusion that to a great extent architects can deter­
mine social life of the residents of. their projects. Per­
haps friendship formation in the legislature is affected
11
by seating arrangements?
It is important to review briefly. what underlies the 
relationship between proximity and sentiment.: It seems
that what is made possible by the. closeness1 is the in­
creased probability of receiving rewards and punishment 
from the other. "What proximity appears to allow, and.- 
what distance prevents, is an opportunity to obtain and 
accumulate experience regarding the. rewards or punishments 
we are likely to receive from the other-person" (Berscheid 
and Walster, 1969).
It cannot be concluded that proximity will in all 
cases facilitate liking. It appears, however, that there 
is a somewhat greater tendency for proximity to develop 
attraction than hostility. Newcomb (1956) argued that.
. .when persons interact, the.reward^-punishment ratio 
is more often such as to be reinforcing.than extinguishing." 
Consequently, he reasoned that the: information- which, prox­
imity permits is more likely to be favorable than unfavor­
able, and liking, therefore, will. more, often result from 
proximity than disliking. To test .the:..idea that proximity 
increased liking, Newcomb (1961). used, two groups composed 
of male college students who were initially strangers and 
who lived together in a house provided by the experimenter. 
He found that roommates tended to be..closer friends, rating 
their attitudes to be the most similar. .
Note should also be made of another reason why close
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proximity with another may favor development'/of positive 
attitudes. Heider's (1958) theory: i.af::rognit±ve- consistency 
postulates- that people strive . to:-maIaa::their' sentiment rela­
tionship harmonious with their, perception of the unit
relationship existent between objects,, A "sentiment.
relationship"J.s a positive or. negative- attitude toward 
someone or something. A "unit relationship”' is when .some- 
thing or someone is perceived as..belonging . together „. The 
Gestalt psychologists found that..unit:.formation was likely 
to occur when objects were in. cl.ose.::.p.rQximlty. In. other 
words, objects which are close together.spatially tend to 
be perceived as a- unit. It follows:,:..tlren,.* that if two 
people are close together and perceived..as .a unit it should 
induce a positive sentiment relationship.
Darley and Bersheid (1967)., testing icollege women, 
discerned "that the factor of: proximity,.. uncontaminated 
by the specific information which: proximity- often permits 
to be exchanged, may produce a feeling .of unit formation 
between two people. This feeling of. being in a unit rela­
tionship with another may then induce feelings of liking 
for that other."
In the legislative situation, members must, through 
necessity, associate with other, members.. They sit., through­
out the session next to one another for several hours a. 
day. Newcomers in the California .Assembly reported, their 
seatmates had been of considerable assistance (Price and
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Bell, 1970). Because of the increased interaction between 
seatmates a more rewarding relationship'-should develop. 
Patterson (1959) ,. studying- the: Wis-comin-'legiSl-ature,. noted 
that friendship is often "developed-between-seatmates-:-. 
members who sit next to each other, in the assembly."
The importance of this relationship of close proximity 
and the consequent development of friendship .is related by 
Patterson (1959). "With respect to the.Legislative, process, 
by and large, Assemblymen expect their-friends to support 
their bills unless there is some compelling reason why they 
cannot."
Interpersonal Relations- in the -Legislature
Political scientists systematically ..observed in the 
1930 *s the tendency to develop an.. inf ormai . structure in the 
legislature. Routt (1938) suggested, that "nowhere is this 
personal factor more evident or important- than in the 
political, activity which determines'the'.content and adminis­
tration of laws." Routt counted the number of interactions 
between members during the first .fifteen-.minutes of each
daily session of the Illinois Senate.. -Specific groupings
were shown to exist but correlations were only: made, with 
what he perceived to be the existing .structure in the 
Senate. He did not concern himself directly with informal 
groupso
The importance of informal structure has been explained 
by Fiellin (1970).
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The informal structure of;;.±nt.exa'ctians and 
influence within-fQrmaJ.„orgnaiza±xGqis:.>±s,v. 
generally recognized as having--profound conse­
quences for institutional .integration and 
functioningv '.Manifes fly: .or, laiCeatiy:,.- informal 
structures serve: as -suppietiij2iLtJs:».tQc.and--scme-.. 
times substitutes for formaMy.;.pres^rdh'e.d. role 
interactions, sometimes facilitating, sometimes 
impeding the realization of organizational goals
The informal groups serve, the legislature as a com­
munication channel which of necessity .affects the workings 
of the assembly. Fiellin (1962).concluded :from his research 
in the U.S. House of Representatives .that "probably the 
most important function of informal,..graups--and' relationships 
result from their use as communica.t±an:~networks." They, are 
functional in that "the informal friendship' structure of the 
legislature tends to lessen such differences, to mitigate 
against the development of potential conflict to provide 
channels of communications and understanding among members 
who share goals, and to facilitate log ..rolling" (Patterson, 
1959). Fiellin (1962) gives additional functions- of internal 
communications of the informal .group;.: He wrote: ". . . com­
munication within informal groups;.may be particularly valuable 
to the individual member. Information, advice, and .voting 
cues from trusted sources--those with similar or identical 
interests and views."
In addition to serving as. a. communication link between 
members, other research suggests they can channel directions
from outside sources. Monsma. (1969). explained: "Studies
which have demonstrated that informal groups can serve as
15
communication networks suggest the possibility that voting 
cues originating with party leaders, on -constituency 
influentials might' be communicated by means of informal 
groups."
The informal group based on friendship is very in­
fluential in the decision making process' of the legislature. 
"It is apparent that members who are.’friends' tend to 
agree in their votes." (Wahlke., et_ a 1.., 1962). Additional 
support was found in the Idaho legislature, "the average 
member was as likely to make decisions-based upon the think­
ing of trusted fellow members as upon any other basis, . ." 
Huckshorn, 1965).
A dissertation on informal groups/ in' the Michigan . 
House of Representatives related their.function back to
communication patterns and decision making. Monsma (1969).
contended and confirmed that:
Informal groups aid in the attainment of the 
legislative system's goal of.decision-making 
by aiding in its member's decisdjan-making.. This.. 
aiding of informal group members is done by the 
informal group acting as [a] an independent source 
of input and [b] a means by which inputs are com­
municated and enforced.
It follows from the function of an informal group that 
members who interacted with or were part' of several informal 
groups might well be the most influential. The group would 
become the information for decision making. Francis (1962) 
studying the 196 2 Indiana Senate had .all .the members, rate 
each other in terms of the amount of interaction they had
16
with each individual member.' This..was.;.compared with data 
demonstrating perceived levels of influence. He reported 
that "high legislative interactors .(the.se- falling .above 
the median) tend to be high general.lnfluencers, and. low
legislative interactors tend to be low general influencers,"
As indicated by the literature.,. ..informal groups in 
the legislature become very impor.tant...to..its operation.
They serve as communication channels.accomplishing many 
functions of the legislature. Ultimately, the informal 
channels even affect the roll-call behavior.
Purpose and Statement’ of the.-Brob lem 
Review of theory in communicatian:;and political science 
serves to tie together group formation..and' communication 
patterns. The studies examined suggest' the following con­
clusions: (1) on the basis’of interpersonal: attraction,
subgroups tend to form within large, g r o u p s (2) groups 
tend to form-between people with similar.'attitudes, (3) 
internal group communication increases .attitude similarity 
and also communicates information:.for:..group' decisions, and 
C4) proximity tends to promote communication, interpersonal 
attraction and, consequently, group, formation.
With this serving as a theoretical basis, formation 
of informal groups and their workings.in a state legisla­
ture can now be reviewed. Examination of the literature 
offers empirical support for some additional conclusions.
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Specifically, informal groups constitute.important communica­
tion channels in the legislature by serving as an independent 
source of input and as a means by which -inputs are commun­
icated and enforced. Informal groups..-serve as a communication 
channel which facilitates understanding and compromise.. They 
work internally to provide information,. advice and voting 
cueso Informal groups also channel information from outside 
sources to members.
From work already completed, the -important parts infor­
mal groups can play in the communicatiani.of a legislature 
are known. Wahlke, et al-. (1962) suggest’ the basic problem 
of researching the composition of informal groups, however.
Compared to the extensive, analysis of the 
effect of constituency, party..,, and group, affilia­
tion on legislative decisions-,-there have been 
comparatively few research ef£or.ts.._in this area.
Part of the reason no doubt lies-...in-the 
inaccessibility of data. The -pair-::.and ..clique 
connection among legislators, may: be:.ascertained, 
only by research directed toward-this end.
As already indicated, almost all .literature that deals
with informal groups in the legislature suggests that there
may be a relationship between known .characteristics about 
legislators and membership in groups,. This relationship, 
however, has not been systematically defined and quantified 
to date. Most studies merely assume that the background 
characteristics that are readily available have a relation­
ship with the makeup of the informal groups.
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Research Question 
The accessibility of data describing characteristics 
of individual legislators and the desire to discover the 
basis of informal groups evolves as a logical step to the 
basic research question.
Are known characteristics in the legislature predictors 
of the informal group?
Hypotheses
In an attempt to answer this question, the following 
hypotheses were tested:
H,: A  statistically significant relationship
exists between primary informal group 
membership and p a r t y .
H 2 : A  statistically significant relationship
exists between secondary informal group 
membership and p a r t y .
H 3 : A  statistically significant relationship,
exists between primary informal group 
membership and a g e .
H 4 : A  statistically significant relationship
exists between secondary informal group 
membership and a g e .
Hg! A  statistically significant relationship 
exists between primary informal group 
membership and district r e p rese nted.
A  statistically significant relationship exists between secondary informal group 
membership and district r e p r e s e n t e d .
H 7 : A statistically significant relationship
exists between primary informal group 
membership and o c c u p a t i o n .
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H g : A  s t a t i s t i c a 1 ly signi£;i-caja±.:;r^la.tl.o.n.sMp.
exists between';s.exiQada^t±*d&3aanai. group 
membership and o c c u p a t i o n .
H g: A  statistical ly signl£icant:relutionship,
exists between: primary, informal,.group 
membership and p r o x i m i t y .
H,0 : A statistically, signifteaffif;:r,elaiionship.
exists between secondary informal group 
membership and p r o x i m i t y .
H,-.: A  statistically signi£ican.t relationship
exists between primary., informal group 
membership and r e l i g i o n .
H j 2': A statistically sig nifi cant red at ienship.. ,
exists between secondary-informal group 
membership and religion.
H-^2 : A  statistically significant-relationship.
exists between pr imary.. .informal group 
membership and t e n u r e .
H-j^ : A  statistically signlf l e a n t  xelations,hi.p.exists b e t w e e n  seconAaxy-’in'fcrmal group 
membership and t e n u r e .
H.rt A statistically signif.leant;relutionship. 
exists between, primary informal, group. . , 
memb ership and, .thedoLawn - char ac ter i sties 
in c o m bina tion.
H, A s tatistically significant; relationship,. 
exists between secondar.y. .informal, g r o u p . 
membership and. .the.;.known; characteristics 
in combination.
Definitions
INFORMAL GROUP The group of members, who.nominate
each other..on .the.;basis, of. some, 
criteria., e.g., friendship.. In­
formal- groups 'can be. distingulshed 
from formal groups; in. that (1) they 
do not have .formal rules guiding 
their Internal, operation.,., and (2) 
they are- not legally or formally 
provided, for. as. parts: of, the. larger 
organizations of which they are
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parts. Formal and.-, .inf o rma.1. groups 
may be composed, of the same members, 
however.
PRIMARY INFORMAL GROUP The group ...based., on friendship (warm,
affective. ..ties) . . Primary...groups 
are deter min ed. .ch oic e s given in 
response to. .the question: . "Could 
you name tire-.members who are your 
closest personal friends in the 
Senate--the..members, you see. most 
often at lunch, and. dinner,, or. 
parties and .other- social, gather­
ings?" By. ;f oil owing. t he. method 
described ..for. identifying, informal 
groups the. choices. were. used, to 
uncover primary cliques„
The group, based-on task-oriented 
ties. Secondary. groups, are. deter­
mined on ..the.'.choices.. given, in 
response, to., -the. question.:. . "Could 
you name. t.he...m.embers of the- Senate 
with whom, you:..frequently- discuss 
proposed legislation?!'.. By follow­
ing the method..described- for. 
identifying,.:informal groups, the. 
choices, were, used .to uncover 
secondary cliques.
KNOWN CHARACTERISTICS These consist of. public information
readily available, about legislators ' 
backgrounds.. -In .this., case specif­
ically, age,, district represented, 
occupation,,., party., seating proximity, 
religion and tenure.
AGE E a ch member 's. age. was. de termi ne d
from the date.c.f. birth, recorded on 
the personal,.data sheet. Rather 
than group., .Senators- into. age. brackets 
(i.e., 30 - 3.9 .40- 49., .etc...), e ach
member was., compared, to. every, other 
member. Xf..members, were five or 
less than, five years, of each, other 
they were considered similar and 
given a. "2.".:.s.core. If they were 
more than, five, years of each, other 
they were considered, not similar 
and given a score of "1".
SECONDARY INFORMAL 
GROUP
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DISTRICT REPRESENTED
OCCUPATION
PARTY
PROXIMITY
RELIGION
S e n a t or s; xepx.es eat. .a: given, ...g eo -, 
g r aphicai'uiisJaeiJCt*.-:.as: defined.. by 
the OdEf.jxia^'JKhmtazia::SemajLoxial.
Dis trlcJtŝ ,..c*£ach; jfemfcex. was, com-.- 
pare'd.'Mihie»ery':.©:lJtex.- member., 
if they* served.,from. .the. same.
SenatoxiJikdliatxtct: ox. a, pjiya.ir.ally 
contig.uousrdisixi.ch' ..tJiey.:. were. con-. 
side red. similar and. given a, see re 
of "2".„ . If/they. were. not. from, the 
same or. contiguous distxleta.,. .they 
were not.: eons.ider.ed. simi la r and 
given a scoxe-af. '*1".
Occupation, was. the first occupation 
declared, by, each; Senator. on the.. . 
Person al, -Data: .Sheets:, coi.lec.ted b y 
the Mon tana';Hiatar.ical.. Society..
Each member.'jwas,.:.compared with, every 
other member;,.,,,If;they. had. the, 
s ame occupation: ..they: were., given,, a 
score of. .."I'L., if, they. did. not, have, 
the same,:occupati.on.-: they'were given 
a score , of .".1".,.
Each member. was....campaxed. to. every 
other membetcr df: .they,, were. in. the 
same par..t̂ ..'%they;,were., consi.de.red 
s imi 1 ax; andsgiven: a. score. of. "2."
If they, were::£n;.the. opposite, party 
they we re: not.;, considered,, similar 
and given..a,score of "1"„
Seating arrangements; were, considered 
to be in; .proximity: wh;en..,membe,rs.. . 
were s.itting;:±n; each,, a, manner, that
their desJca.touched (were, situated
e i th e r to, the. aides,, of.,. in. f rent o £, 
or in b,ack.af:,; .or.;::dia.gtMlly),, Each 
member was;compared, to., every, other
membero li,;..th.eir:-.des;ks, were, in
p r o x imity,:. they;:wera. eons i der.ed.
similar anh-sgiven: a. score of "I",
If their, desks, were not- in proximity 
they were, not. considered, similar and 
were given;a,.score of "I".
Religion, was. that, declared, by each 
Senator, on. the. Personal. Data. Sheet. 
If a Senator, did not declare, a 
religion he was given no designation
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and was considered dissimilar from 
all other Senators. They were not 
considered similar because it was 
impossible to tell if the Senator 
merely did not want to answer or 
if he really had no religious p r e ­
ference. Each member was compared 
wit h all other members. If they 
had the same religious affiliation 
they were considered similar and 
given a score of "2". If they did 
not have the same religious 
affiliation they were not considered 
similar and given a score of "I".
TENURE The number of ’sessions' of L e g i s ­
lative Experience was the criteria 
of tenure. Terms in the Senate were 
translated into sessions. Sessions 
as members of the House of R e p r e ­
sentatives were also considered.
Each member was compared to every 
other member. If they were within 
one session of each other they were 
considered similar and given a score 
of ” 2", If they were not within one 
session of each other they were not 
considered similar and were given 
scores of "1” . Personal Data Sheets 
were used to obtain the information.
In summary, Chapter I has given a statement of the 
philosophy of this inquiry. A  review of the literature in 
these areas followed: (1) group formation, (2) proximity,
and (3) interpersonal relations in the legislature. Next, 
the rationale and statement of the research problem lead 
into the hypotheses to be studied. Finally, the operational 
definitions of the important terms set the stage for 
Chapter II which will discuss the specific methods and
procedures employed.
CHAPTER II
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The forty-second session of the Montana Senate was 
selected for examination. Specific information about the 
nature of the Senate and reasoning .behind adopting the 
Senate for study are explained in Chapter III. The con­
cern of Chapter II will be to [1] explain the method and 
procedures of data collection, [2] describe the method 
for identifying the informal groups, and [3] relate the 
data analysis used to interpret the hypotheses.
The first step used in determining informal group 
membership was to employ sociometricrquestions. Sociometric 
methods are based upon "choice” and the theory and practice 
has been explained in a number of sources which were useful 
to this study (Moreno, 1960; Kerlinger, 1964; Madron, 1969; 
Proctor and Loomis, 1951). In order.to accomplish this 
study two sociometric questions were distributed to all the 
members of the Montana Senate. These questions were designed 
to provide a basis upon which to determine informal groups.
The first criterion that the questions had to fulfill 
was to provide a distinction between primary and secondary 
informal groups (Davis, 1949; Olmsted, 1959; Monsma, 1965). 
The distinctions are based on the fact that primary groups
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rest on warm, affective ties, and secondary groups on more 
impersonal task-oriented ties. Thus, several Senators who 
frequently get together for lunch, rec.rea.tion, to play 
pinochle, etc.,.would be an example of primary groups, or 
several legislative leaders who frequently confer together 
would be an example of a secondary group. As further 
clarification it could be said of primary groups that their 
solidarity is unselfconscious, a matter of sentiment rather 
than calculation. In secondary groups, people participate 
not as whole personalities but only, in delimited and special 
capacities (Olmsted, 1959).
In order to uncover the informal groups, a survey conr 
taining two sociometric questions was: sent to every Senator 
one week prior to the convening of the second special 
session [June 7, 1971]. Both questions were on the same 
sheet (see Appendix I). This page was accompanied by a 
cover letter introducing the author, the purpose of asking 
the questions and assuring the Senators that the personal 
names would not be reported in the study (see Appendix H). 
Each letter also contained a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to encourage replies and to give the letter some 
official credibility [e.g., Speech Communication Depart­
ment, University of Montana].
The questions chosen were based on questions employed 
in previous research where they were successfully used to 
determine informal groups. To uncover the primary informal
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groups, the Senators were asked to answer:: the following 
question in terms of the 19 71 session-.."Could you name 
the members who are your'closest personal: friends in the 
Senate- - the members - you see' most .ofio&iQUtslde the chamber, 
at lunch and-dinner, or-parties and other'social gather­
ings?" (Patterson, 1959; Wahlke, et.al., 1962; Monsma, 
1965, 1969). In order to uncover the. secondary group, 
Senate members were asked to answer the following question 
in terms of the 1971 session: "Coul.dyou name the members
of the Senate with whom you-frequently discuss proposed
legislation?" (Monsma, 1965, 1969)*....
Twenty-one members returned the. questions within a 
week by mail. Because a larger sample: was: needed than 
the anticipated response by the'mail questionnaire, a trip 
to the State- capitol (Helena) was planned'. The purpose 
was to contact the remaining members. The author spent 
three days, June 10-12, completing the .remainder of the 
contacts. This time period was during,^.the first week of 
the special session. The Senate had .little of its own 
work to complete and was waiting for revenue bills to be 
forwarded from the House of Representatives. Each Senator 
was contacted simply on the basis of convenience. It was 
explained to each Senator what the.purpose of the visit 
was and the importance to the study that as many cooperate 
as possible. The main strategy was to seek out and answer 
any question the Senator might have which precluded his
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answering the first letter. Twenty;rnine additional 
responses were, obtained by this method.,. Four members 
did not respond to either method.
Those who responded by mail named slightly more 
members per response than did the Senators who were 
contacted personally. It must be remembered that there 
were many exceptions. A reasonable explanation for fewer 
responses per person is that many of those contacted in 
Helena.were the ones most reluctant to. respond in the first 
place, letter or personal contact.
The mail responses'were compared to personal contact
in terms of age and tenure.' This was done to see if there
was a difference'between those who responded to the two 
ways of asking questions. The mean age for members who 
responded by mail was slightly higher.than for personal 
contact (mailed--56.2 years; personal contact-~53.9 years). 
This could be a result of older members being less reluctant 
to respond to a mailed questionnaire than young'members with 
potential political futures-. The range of ages, however, 
was almost exactly the same for members giving both types 
of responses. Tenure of the members responding varied 
little. The members mailing responses,:.had’served 5.2 
sessions compared to 5.4 for members contacted personally. 
Senators who had served a large number.of sessions and 
Senators who served only one session were represented in 
both kinds of responses. In terms of these characteristics
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the method of collection" did not seem, to affect the 
responses to any important degree.
After all members had been contacted"by ‘mail or 
personally, 93 per cent'of the Senate responded in some 
manner.
In order to obtain the "known.characteristics," data 
records maintained by the-Montana State Historical Library 
for each legislative member were used,. The personal data 
sheets are completed by each member,and' returned to the 
Historical Library. . Data- for party, occupation, age and 
tenure [legislative experience] was; obtained in this 
manner. Information concerning the district represented 
and party was obtained from the Official ".Roster provided 
by the Secretary of State.■ ' Proximity [seating'chart] was 
obtained from the Senate Bill Clerk.
The next problem was to identify the*informal groups 
from the sociometric choices.
Identifying informal Groups
Use of the.two questions given.to:each Senator had the 
immediate problem of being translated.;.into" useful data. A 
large matrix*was employed, which listed the Senators from 
one to fifty=-four on the left hand, side and along the top 
of the matrix. Responses were recorded in;such a manner 
that- they were "given by" the Senator.listed on the side 
and "given to" the Senator listed along the top. A
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. separate matrix was. used, for' primaryand- secondary groups,
A maze of primary and secondary .choices., resulted.
The next problem.was to discoveri:Jthe::ci.i-qaesvor clusters 
of individuals that would constitute-.an'informal group.
It was felt that in order for a: method to* be acceptable 
it must meet three criteria. It should,-first, meet the 
test of reliability. Any researcher,.following this study 
should be able to find the same results by using the 
method. Second, the method should be similar enough to 
previous research so that comparisons ..could be made that 
act as extensions of the other research. This should be 
followed only so far as it is consistent with this proj­
ect's specific goals. Third, the.method*for defining the 
informal, groups should take into account' three possible 
considerations: [a] mutual choice, [b] legislators choosing
members of a group without being chosen in-return, and 
[c] legislators being* chosen by group members without, 
choosing them in return. This seems desirable in light 
of the fact that returns were not one hundred per cent.
Thus, a clique member who would not answer 1 the sociometric 
questions could still be included if he were named by the 
other clique members.
The method described by Festinger, Schachter, and 
Back (1950) was discarded because of...its cumbersome nature. 
They used a matrix and by manipulation were able to find 
groups connected either directly or through one another on
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the bases of mutual choice. Because .of the small size of 
a state senate and the other reasons- already indicated, the 
sole reliance on mutual choice was disregarded.
The method devised drew heavily upon the work of 
S.V. Monsma (1965). It offered the..advantage of being 
designed for legislative research..and..was 'consistent with 
the two sociometric questions asked... Changes were made, 
however, in order to provide more usable groups in terms 
of this study. For example, groups which duplicated except 
for a single member were disregarded upon the reasoning 
that they would offer little additional information about 
the hypotheses.
The method started with isolating those: members who 
made mutual choices. The mutual choices'were formed into 
cliques in which every member had chosen every other 
member. The cliques were then taken...,one at a time, start­
ing with the largest. Whenever there was a'tie in clique 
size (particularly- in the dyad mutual choices)■ they were 
picked at random for analysis.
A large sheet of graph paper was used on which the 
code of every Senator was listed along the top and the 
original clique members were listed in the column at the 
left of the graph paper. This created.a matrix composed 
of the clique members and all other legislators. The 
choices made by the clique members...were plotted on the 
matrix by placing a diagonal line from the lower left to
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the upper right corners^ef the appropriate squares. Next, 
the choices received by the: clique, members '-.were plotted by- 
placing a diagonal line frem the uppeir left to lower right 
corners o£ the' appropriate squares* When 'this was com­
pleted the clique members that wexe being-graphed were
isolated from the other Senators, by drawing heavy lines on
either side of their column. At a glance, then, the remain­
ing Senators could be identified as.:to::choices received, 
and extended to the clique. (Appendix J gives an example 
of the method).
The choices received and extended were:then counted 
for each member. The Senator with the highest score was 
added to the group provided that:
a] his score was equal to or more than one-half 
the number of members already in the group,
b] if there were two to four members"in the group,
he had- connections (either chosen b y  or choices 
extended to) with at least two .group members,
c] if there were five or six members in the group, he
had connections with at least.three group members, 
or with at least two group members at least one,of 
whom was a member of the original mutual choice 
group,
d] if there were seven to eleven, members in the group, 
he had connections with at least three-members in 
the group.
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After a'new member had'been selected, his name was 
added to the column at the left. The choices he made and 
received were then plotted. After this had been completed 
the entire process was-started again. Members were added 
to the group until no more'members qualified or the group 
no longer had a cohesion index of ,50. The cohesion index, 
was determined by finding the number ..of choices that would 
have been present if every member, inchhe. group had chosen 
every other member. this number was_,divided into-‘the number 
of actual choices in order to get the.index; The resultant 
group became the operationalized ..informal* group; The next 
largest mutual choice group was then...approached, the pro­
cess repeated, and the second informal group defined.
This was continued until no more; mutual*.choice-groups of 
two or more persons remained outside;the groups.
Whenever*two groups*were composedlof*similar members, 
at least two of the group members had to be*dissimilar 
between groups or* the group with theilQwest cohesion was 
disregarded. This saved having to. compare*essentially the 
same group against the variables as..stated* in the hypotheses.
In deciding who would become the. next member of the 
group the problem of ties was a recurring one; If one of 
the tied members had closer ties with .the original mutual 
choice gro.up, he was added. If there was* no- distinction 
on this basis* the person who had. both.received and extended 
choices was added before a person who. had just received or
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extended choices. When a- person who:.had‘ given a very- 
large number- o£- responses' tied with, .another-member, the 
second was chosen'because it tended; torineutralize the 
member who had responded us if he were in every group.
If they could not be distinguished on .any-bases, the 
persons were merely added by alphabetical order.
Finally, whenever a mutual, choXce--remained a dyad 
and could be paired with no other members, it was not 
considered for analysis. Only groups of three or more 
members were considered.
Data Analysis 
This section has two purposes., . First,' it explains 
the method by which the data was assembled and recorded 
and, second, it explains the tools used-'to'test signifi­
cance of the hypotheses.
After the data relating the known; characteristics 
had been gathered, it was used to-measnre'similarity 
(Zubin, 1938). A similarity matrix was made for each 
known characteristic, - All*members were" listed from one 
to fifty-four along the left hand column.- The members 
were also listed along the top of the. matrix. In this 
way each member could be compared, with:every other member 
in terms of their similarity or dissimilarity (Sokal,
1966). If members were similar in, .terms of the variable, 
they would be given a, score of two,. If they were dissimilar 
they would be given a score of one. This converted the
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similarity indexes into- a" numerical scale to which the
statistical tools could be applied^:::lheLfollowing is a
list of the variables-and-the basis: of-similarity upon
which the data was recorded:
Age: within five years of-each other: 2
not within five years of:each other 1
District Represented:
serve from the same or:contiguous
Senatorial distriots . 2
do not; serve from the.-same or contiguous
Senatorial districts 1
Occupation: in the same.occupation. 2
not in the's ame occupation 1
Party: within the: same parly 2
not.within the same party 1
Proximity:
• seated in such a:maaaeau«liiair_das3cs .touch,
(either to~the siies->,̂ fi£ui.t::jor-..back) 2
not- seated in:.such-.,a:.manner:..:.that-desics,- 
touch (either to the sides., front or back) 1
Religion: member of the same»,xe li,gion 2
not a. member of the: same religion 1
Tenure (Legislative Experience.).:.-
within ones ess ion of. each.outh.er... 2
not.within one session of each other 1
Data of actual similarity of the entire" Senate was computed
for each variable. In addition, the. similarity of each
informal group, primary and" secondary, could be found for
each variable by comparing each informal group member with
every other informal: group member. Statistical analysis
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could then be applied to the data.
To statistically analyze the hypotheses of this study, 
the X2 one-sample test was used. The., technique is of the 
goodness-of-fit type in that it may be used to test whether 
a significant difference exists between ah' observed number 
of objects or responses falling into;each category (similarity 
for the informal groups), and an, expected number based on the 
null;hypotheses (similarity for the Senate) (Seigel, 1956).
A .05 level of significance was fequired;to establish a 
significant relationship.
In summary,' this chapter has explained.the' procedures 
employed to collect data, for both knownfchhrhcteristies 
and sociometric choices. Specific methodologies were 
described for identifying the informal' groups. Finally, 
the procedure and statistical tool for: data analysis were 
described.
Chapter IV will dis cuss'further:statistical"considers^ 
tlons and report the results and major findings of the main 
experiment. Chapter III’will give an overview of the data 
collected from the sociometric choices reported by the 
Montana Senate.
CHAPTER I IT
INFORMAL GROUPS' IN THE'MONTANA SENATE': AN OVERVIEW
In order to understand land give perspective to the 
research question of this study, an overview of the Mon­
tana Senate would? be useful „ "The fifty-five member- Senate 
was chosen for this study primarily due to*the author!s 
interest in legislative processes and its availability for 
study. By picking the Senate for examination, two inter­
esting things were accomplished.
[1] Only larger groups, houses of‘representatives, 
have been used in the study of informal groups in legisla­
tures. Research cited has been on such Houses of Repre­
sentatives as those in Michigan,'California’, Ohio, Illinois, 
and others. All of' these groups are considerably larger in 
size and, consequently, should exhibit the*development of 
informal groups more readily. The prior research demon­
strated that larger groups have progressively more internal 
factions. It is worth asking if informal;groups will 
develop in a body the size of the Montana Senate.
[2] Previous research dealing with: legislatures and 
informal groups has been with what Chaffee (1970) classified 
as "professional legislatures,” in terms of length of 
sessions, committee structures, legislative aids, etc.
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Chaffee (1970). reported': that "thus far no legislative stu­
dent has intensively studied internal decision-making and 
distribution-of influence in a legislature as amateur as 
that of Montana."
The response of 'Montana legislators'to task and 
friendship oriented questions would not necessarily be 
expected to be the same. This chapter, then, serves to 
compare the Montana Senate with previous research. The 
purpose is to obtain added perspectives: of studies past 
and present.
The year 1971 was an'unusual political'year for the 
Montana Senate. Meeting in its forty-second assembly, two 
"extraordinary" sessions were added. Normally, the Mon­
tana legislature meets in regular session every two years, 
convening on the first Monday'in January of odd-numbered 
years. The session is limited to sixty days, but can.meet 
longer by "stopping the clock" or, as happened this year, 
having the Governor call it back for special sessions.
The 1971 legislature met: for 106 days..
The forty-second assembly was composed of thirty 
Democrats and twenty-five Republicans. Due to the death 
of a Republican Senator, only twenty-foUr were used for 
the study.
The research attempted here became a -case study of 
one Senate within a fixed time period of-one session. Al­
though this seriously restricts the ability to generalize
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from the study ,, it at the' same time, ■ allowed for a more 
in-depth analysis o' The time and resource* restrictions 
of the author tended to" dictate'"the;_scope:o Any 'generaliza- 
tion drawn from the results presented should be done only 
with full knowledge of the restrictions.
An important note about the forty-second assembly 
concerns the seating. The majority and minority leaders 
assign the seating arrangement by drawing up a seating 
schedule and asking' members if they have' any objections.
If a member is dissatisfied with his ...seat he may request 
a change which is normally granted. When assigning seats, 
seniority is normally considered. The older members generally 
prefer to sit on the aisle for easy access and they also 
like to maintain the same-seat from.;,ane session to the next. 
Delegations from the same; county may;, .if they’ choose, sit 
together. Some do and others'choose to sit in a scattered 
pattern. The only formal restriction.on seating arrange­
ments is that parties sit on opposite sides of the aisle, 
as much as possible, and the minority::.and'majority leaders 
sit opposite each other on the center aisle (see Appendix F 
for seating arrangement).
Primary Choices
Based.upon findings' of previous research’ it was assumed 
that the Montana legislature, like.other legislatures.inves­
tigated, would contain both primary and'secondary informal
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groups (see discussion of group” formation;). To find out, 
questions.were designedto reveal the different types of 
groups. To discover:primary"relationships (friendship) 
the Senators were asked:' "Could you name the members who 
are your closest- personal'friends in the Senate-- the members 
you see most often outside the chamber,;at lunch'and dinner, 
or parties and other social gatherings? (List names,)" The 
question was open ended'with no specific number of responses 
asked. A few members may- have interpreted''this statement as 
asking two questions. When this did..occur-definably (two 
cases) the-same people were named :bofhr.times; It seems 
that viewing the sociometric question; .as-asking for either 
one. or two sets of responses resulted in "friends" being 
cited.
Of the fifty-four Senators who were asked’this question, 
three refused to respond, one did .not.reply1 in any way, and 
four said they were friends with everyone or1 had no particu­
larly close friends in the assembly, .One Senator’s response 
seemed to be representative of these;: ."I do'not consider 
that 1 am much closer to any one particular Senator than 
another and feel that i generally have a- good relationship 
with most all of the Senators." Of these four, one received 
no friendship choices and two others received only a few 
friendship choices. This might indicate that the four 
Senators accurately defined their state when they failed to 
name any close friends.
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Forty-six Senators (85 per cent) responded to the 
questions with specific choices„ These members had a mean 
of 5,7 for primary choices extended;to other members. If 
all.fifty-four Senators are-included, the mean was 4.8.
This figure seems higher-'than earlier-studies. Both.
Monsma (1965) and Wahlke, et al. (X96.2) found the average 
number of choices- to be around 4 » 2 The difference could 
be accounted for-by the method of dat;a: collection. Perhaps 
the mailing of questionnaires and ..the informal interviewing 
encouraged the Senators to name more...choices. Another 
explanation might be that the smaller ;.size of the :Senate 
with its club atmosphere encouraged;members to associate 
more and to have closer relationships with a large number 
of members. This research generally supports the latter 
explanation.
Of the 261 choices extended for primary choices, 124 
(47,5 per cent) were mutual or reciprocated; In other 
words, a legislator naming another legislator as a friend 
was also named as a friend by that legislator.' The studies 
of Wahlke, et al, (1962) and Monsma (1965) both:found that 
within their studies 34 per centrwere: reciprocated. The 
much higher percentage of mutual Choices•in the Montana 
Senate might indicate the-generally closer nature of the 
Senate. The smaller size seems to facilitate closer connec­
tions with all members and to discourage the formation of
i
completely independent cliques.
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In terms:-of cross' pBTty 'choices.,rboth Democrats and 
Republicans seemed content 'to pick a little over 80 per cent 
intraparty choices and a little under 20 per cent inter­
party choices o.- Neither:party perceived a very large group 
of "close friends" across the aisle.*.:. Monsma' (1965) noted 
that the minority party in Michigan perceived more friends 
in the majority party than the reverse. He suggested the 
reason for uneven cross party choices, was ".that'the members 
in the party out of power felt, a need to associate with 
majority party members. Thus the:minority party perceived 
more friends across the aisle. If Monsma*s explanation is 
correct, the pressure of obtaining cooperation from the 
party in, power may not exist to the. same- extent in Mon­
tana, As a matter of fact the balance runs slightly 
opposite to Monsma*s findings. For the majority party 
(Democrats) 19 per cent of'their, primary choices were in 
the minority party (Republicans), as■compared with 15 per 
cent of the Republican primary choices being in the Demo­
cratic party (see Table 1), One explanation might be that 
the relatively close party balance: negated any need to 
court actively the opposition. Having the other house 
controlled by the opposite party, as was the case in 
Montana, would also encourage cooperation'by all members, 
not just those out of power, A third.possibility is that 
the minority party is actually the dominant party, because 
the majority party may have dissonant factions.
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TABLE 1
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CHOICES EXTENDED ACROSS PARTY
PRIMARY
REPUBLICAN: No o
Per
Cent
Republican Choices 
Republican Choices
Extended
Extended
to
to
Republicans
Democrats
124 • 
22
85%
15%
DEMOCRATS:* 
Democratic 
Democratic
Choices
Choices
Extended
Extended
to
to
Democrats
Republicans
94
22
81%
19%
^Members who did not respond or gave unusable answers 
been excluded when computing the Table--discussed on
have 
. page
REPUBLICAN:*
- SECONDARY
■ - No.
Per
Cent
Republican Choices 
Republican Choices
Extended
Extended
to
to
Republicans
Democrats
108
47
70%
30%
DEMOCRATS:*
Democratic
Democratic
Choices
Choices
Extended
Extended
to
to
Democrats
Republicans
120
44
73%
27%
^Members who did not respond or gave unusable answers, have 
been excluded when computing the Tablet-discussed on page 45
Republicans tended to name more people as friends„ They 
named 146 Senators as compared to 116 named by the Democrats 
(see Table 2)„ The twenty-two Democrats who responded to the 
question in. a usable manner named, on the average, 5=27 
members as friends. The Republican average was nearly one 
more person or 6.08, Since most responses were directed 
toward members in one's own party, this would tend to indi-
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TABLE 2
PRIMARY AND' SECONDARY CHOICES EXTENDED
PRIMARY
Choices Extended 
Choices Extended Per Member
Democrat
(N=22)* 116 5„27
Republican
(N=24) 146 6,08
^Members who did not respondior. gaveunusable answers have 
been excluded when computing the mean--discussed on page
38» ■ . "  "
SECONDARY
Choices Extended 
Choices Extended Per Member
Democrat
(N“21)* 164 5.47
Republican
(N-2 2) * 155 6„46
^Members who did not respond or gave unusable answers have
been excluded when computing the mean?--discussed on page 
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cate that informal primary groups in the Republican party 
would be larger and more inclusive. This, of course, is 
what the informal groups confirmed. The Democrats seemed 
to be composed of two separate factions with little over­
lap „
Table 3 shows the number of friendship choices re­
ceived per member, Clearly the Republican members of the
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TABLE 3
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CHOICES
Democrat
(N=30)
Republican
(N=24)
Democrat
(N=30)
Republican
(N=24)
PRIMARY
Choices Received
116
146
SECONDARY
Choices Received
166
151
Choices Received 
Per Member
3.87
6.04
Choices Received 
Per Member
S. 53 
6.29
Senate received a much higher number. Republicans were 
named 6.04 times per member as a friend compared with 3.87 
choices per Democrat. This can be accounted for by the 
higher frequency of Republican responses, the slightly 
higher Democratic cross-over choices, and the proportionately 
greater number of Republicans responding to the questions.
Only three of the top twelve members, in terms of the 
number of friendship choices received, held formal leader­
ship positions. [Formal leadership positions include 
majority and minority leaders and whips and all committee 
chairmen.] When Senators picked friends, considerations
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other than the leadership position of a person apparently 
were determinate. Additional evidence.supports this 
position when- the least picked members (in terms of number 
of friendship-choices received) were examined, of the eight 
members who received two or less choices, seven were 
committee chairmen.
By contrast,.Monsma’s (1965) study found that six of 
the ten most chosen members of the Michigan House of Repre­
sentatives held leadership positions-and that none of the 
twenty-four members who received only one or no choices 
held leadership positions. Patterson (1959) concluded ■ 
from his work that formal leaders received more sociometric 
choices than non-leaders. Almost the opposite relationship 
was apparent in Montana, indicating that they did not 
"choose up" when picking friends but felt comfortable 
reporting a Senator as a friend regardless of his structural 
influence.
Secondary Choices
Defining the secondary groups followed the same pro­
cedure used to define the primary groups. The legislators 
were presented with the following question: "Can you name
the members of the Senate with whom you frequently discuss 
proposed legislation? (List names.)" All fifty-four 
Senators were given this question either by mail or per­
sonal contact. Both the first and second sociometric
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question were on the same sheet (see Appendix I), Again, 
the same four Senators chose not to cooperate, giving a 
93 per cent return with some kind of. answer, An' additional
five Senators declined to list any names and answered instead
that they talked to whomever they considered to be an expert 
in the area of a given bill. They emphasized that people 
would only be asked for advice if they were trusted and 
knowledgeable, thus encouraging legislative honesty,, Sev­
eral of these respondents reported that they talked to every 
member on occasion, depending on the subject matter of a 
bill. Two Senators indicated that they talked to no one 
regularly about legislation but, as much: as possible, looked 
into each item of legislation personally. After these mem­
bers were excluded, 80 per cent of the responses were suit­
able for use in defining the small groups. This was not 
quite as high a return as the 85 per,cent usable response 
for primary group determination.
There were 319 secondary choices extended to fellow 
Senators (see Figure 1). This represented a 22 per cent 
greater number of choices than choices for primary groups. 
Members clearly named more' secondary than primary contacts. 
This would point toward an open group in which everyone 
was inclined to consult several members rather than a 
select group. In other words, the secondary group seemed 
less close-knit than the primary group. By party the 
increase in choices extended between primary and secondary
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was from 146 to 155 or 6 per cent by the Republicans and 
from 116 to 164 or 41 per cent by the Democrats, Just why 
the Democrats made so- many more secondary than primary 
responses is not readily apparent. It is possible that 
they interpreted the sociometric question, to mean all 
members with whom they discussed legislation. This does 
not seem likely, however, in that, the Republicans who were 
given the question in the same manner did not show nearly 
as large an increase.
Democrats extended more secondary choices per member 
(7,81) than did the Republicans (7,05), The opposite was 
true for primary groups (see Table 3)„ Republicans tended 
to have more friendship contacts and the Democrats more 
business contacts. This most likely is reflective of the 
personalities composing each party and the overall greater 
Republican cohesiveness„ It is also possible that the 
larger Republican primary groups reduce the need to estab­
lish secondary contacts.
Even though more secondary choices were made, fewer 
were reciprocated. Of 319 choices only 92 were mutual 
(28 per cent), In the primary choices 47,5 per cent were 
reciprocated. This gives further evidence showing that 
connections are looser for secondary groups.
The members of both parties made more secondary than 
primary choices from the opposite party (see Table 1)„
Most members indicated that they talked to Senators of the
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other party about proposedlegislation.,,. Thirty-one of the 
forty-three respondents named at least one member from the 
opposition party. Around 30 per cent of all secondary 
choices for both parties were extended.to Senators of the 
opposite party. For primary choices the comparable figures 
were around 16 per cent.
As with primary groups, very little difference existed 
between the parties. Republicans and Democrats were nearly 
the same in their cross party choices, indicating a rela­
tively equal need to consult the other party. Monsma (1965) 
found the minority party making more cross party secondary 
choices than the majority party. Possible reasons why this 
did not happen, in the Montana Senate have been discussed 
under primary choices.
Democrats received fewer secondary choices per member 
(5.53) than did Republicans (6.29) (see Table 3). This was 
due primarily to the lower proportion of Democrats who 
originally completed the question with usable answers. The 
number of choices each member received went up a little 
over one additional choice per person from that of primary 
groups. An interesting shift took place, however. Those 
who were chosen thirteen or more times shifted from two 
persons with primary choices to seven for secondary choices 
(see Figure 2). This is in harmony with the tendency of 
persons to establish secondary contacts with individuals 
who possess specific knowledge or other abilities. Of the
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top seven persons, in terms of choices received, four held 
formal leadership positions (majority and minority leaders 
and two committee chairmen). Neither the whips nor the 
sixteen other committee chairmen were among the seven. As 
far as the sociometric question asking.with whom did people 
most often discuss proposed legislation is concerned, the 
second, fourth, and fifth most frequently picked members 
all held no formal leadership position. It seems, then, 
that secondary choices tend to be toward the formal leader­
ship only at the highest levels and are often directed to 
other individuals more often than the remaining leadership.
It is beyond the scope of this study, but the informal groups 
might more accurately identify the influential men or 
"actual leaders" than the formal structure does.
Earlier studies indicated that the over-chosen members 
held, in almost all cases, formal leadership positions. In 
Michigan, for example, ten of the top thirteen chosen held 
formal leadership positions. In Montana only half of the 
most frequently chosen members held formal positions. Per­
haps the committee chairmanship is less important.in the 
Senate than in the House. Because of overlapping committee 
assignments and the size of the body it is possible that 
members would not have to depend on the committee chairman 
for information about pending legislation. Lobbyists and 
other outside sources of information might also perform 
this function.
si
Some of the members who received a large number of 
secondary choices were members of the minority party and, 
thus, were ineligible to hold a committee chairmanship.
They may have held power in the Senate,- without the formal 
position. The choices they received came from both parties.
Among the nine members who received three or fewer 
secondary choices, four were committee chairmen. This adds 
additional support to the position that secondary choices, 
at least in the Montana Senate, do not very accurately 
reflect formal leadership.
The number of secondary choices a Senator received 
for interaction concerning legislation may, however, be an. 
index of his influence. Work completed by Francis' (1962) 
would support this.
In order to exert influence, Senators must 
communicate either directly or indirectly with 
other Senators. Those who are recognized 
as most influential interact at a higher rate 
than the others. Furthermore, the items of 
the scale indicate that the interaction is 
direct and face-to-face. Influence tends to 
be exerted or exercised through, that type of 
interaction.
This seems to be the kind of interaction indicated in 
the second sociometric question.
In summary, the most important patterns emerging from 
looking at the primary and secondary choices arer
1] Primary choices were extended basically within 
parties, while secondary choices crossed party lines more 
often (see Table 1).
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2] Both parties made a much greater number of secon­
dary than primary choices. Not nearly as many secondary 
choices were reciprocated, indicating the more loose, 
general nature of secondary choices,,
3] Republicans named more primary contacts than did 
Democrats, while"the opposite was true of secondary con­
tacts, Thus, Republicans tended to be more cohesive within 
their party while the Democrats exhibited a cleavage,
4] The number of choices received for primary and 
secondary choices were not definitive of the formal leader­
ship as had been the case in other legislatures. They may 
well have been definitive of the influence of members, 
however,
THE PRIMARY GROUP
By the methods of identifying an informal group, nine 
primary and ten secondary groups were isolated (see Table 4), 
It must be remembered that this does not include dyads.
There were four primary dyads and two secondary dyads, but 
these were not considered for analysis.
The primary groups ranged from five to ten members.
The mean size was six members. The group cohesion had to 
meet the minimum of ,50 in order to be defined as a.group. 
This insured that a group would not consist of a string of 
friendship ties without any real interconnections. The 
mean cohesion was .56, The average number of outside 
connections per member was 5,8,
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Party
Groups Affiliation
1 Mixed
2 Democrat
3 Republican
4 Democrat
5 Mixed
6 Democrat
7 Democrat
8 Mixed
9 Republican
TABLE 4 
PRIMARY GROUPS
Index of 
Group 
Cohesion
o 55
. 75
o 59
.50
.60
.55
.50
. 50
.52
No. of 
Members
10
5
8
5
5
5
5
5
6
Outside 
Connections 
Per Members
4.2
4.0
5.6
3.0
8.6
7.0
7.2 
4.4
8.0
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Of these nine groups, four were composed entirely 
of Democrats, two of Republicans, two others of all Repub­
licans except for one Democrat, and the last group,was 
mixed. Neither party seemed more inclined than the other 
to pick members from the other party as friends. Both 
sides were content to establish friendship relationships 
among themselves.
No definite trend existed which differentiated 
Republicans, Democrats, and mixed groups in terms of 
cohesion, outside connections, or number of members.
The minority party did not distinguish itself as being 
unique in terms of these measures.
An important question to be asked involves how much 
overlapping membership there was from one group to the 
next. Were most members included in at least one group?
Did a few tend to be in several groups? Again excluding 
hyadic relationships, forty two or 78 per cent of,the 
Senators were in at least one primary group (see Table 5)„ 
Twelve or 22 per cent were included in no primary group 
composed of three or more members. This does not mean that 
all twelve were ignored by the friendship structure. Only 
two received no choices as being a friend. The twelve 
members not included received 3.2 choices per member.as 
opposed to 4.8 for all fifty-four Senators together. They 
did fail to meet the criteria for inclusion in a group, 
however. Seven of the twelve were members who would not
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TABLE 5 
MULTI GROUP MEMBERSHIPS
PRIMARY
Per 
Cent
21% 
61% 
10% 
8 %
Per
Cent
35% 
37% 
19% 
' 2 %
7%
respond to the sociometric questions, making it harder to 
identify them with a group,
Thirty-three were members of only one group, five were 
members of two groups, and four were members of three groups. 
Only 16 per cent, then, were members of more than one group. 
These nine members received 5,2 choices per member, only 
slightly above the 4,8 average for all members. They ex­
tended 9,7 choices per member which was much higher than 
the 5,7 average for all the members. This seems to indicate 
that those Senators who were members of several groups saw
No,
Membership in no group 12
Membership in one group 33
Membership in two groups 5
Membership in three groups 4
Membership in four groups 0
SECONDARY
No,
Membership in no group 19
Membership in one group 20
Membership in two groups 10
Membership in three groups 1
Membership in four groups 4
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themselves as having friends with a much higher frequency 
than was, reciprocated by other members. This does not 
deny that they were legitimate members of several groups, 
but does seem to suggest their out-going nature,
THE SECONDARY GROUP 
The ten secondary groups ranged in size from three 
to eleven members (see Table;6). The mean size of secondary 
groups was 5.9 members. Thus, both kinds of groups were 
about the same mean size, 5.9, compared to 6.0. This is 
unlike Monsma^s (1965) findings which showed the secondary 
groups as being larger, rather than smaller. The range of 
the secondary group size in the Montana Senate, however, 
appears to be greater. Some of the differences might be 
explained by the great difference in size between the Mon­
tana Senate and the Michigan House. In addition, the
requirement that a group have at least a .50 cohesion index
/
tended to keep the secondary groups of this study smaller 
than; Monsma*s method would have produced.
The most obvious difference between the groups was 
the outside connections per member. The mean for secondary 
groups was 10,1, as compared to 5.8 for primary groups.
This clearly supports the observations made about primary 
and secondary choices revealing a more loose organization. 
The centrality of secondary groups was much less, in that 
each member had a large number of outside contacts.
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Groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
TABLE 6
SECONDARY GROUPS
Number of Outside 
Party No. of Group Connections
Affiliation Members Cohesion Per Member
Mixed
Mixed
Democrat
Mixed
Republican
Republican
Mixed
Democrat
Democrat
Mixed
11
.62 
.54 
.52 
.55 
.65 
.60 
.50 
.55 
. 55 
.58
13.4
11.3 
8.1 
6.8
10. 2 
10.0
9.0 
10.8
12.4
9.0
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If groups had been allowed to expand beyond the „50 
cohesion level this index probably would have been lower 
than the cohesion level for the primary groups. The choices 
which determined group membership were more numerous and 
they were more diversely assigned.
Five of the secondary groups were composed entirely of 
members of one party (three Democratic and two Republican).
The next five groups were composed of mixture of.both parties. 
Only one of the primary groups was comparably mixed (at least 
two members from each party). In primary choices two.mem- 
bers were much more inclined to stay within their own,party, 
but the secondary groups often cut across party lines.
None of the groups--Republican, Democratic, or mixed-- 
seemed to differ much in terms of cohesion, outside connec­
tions per member or group size (see Table 6).
Nineteen, or 35 per cent, of the Senators were membefs 
of no group (see Table 5). This compared with 22 per cent 
who were members of no primary group. Even though a much 
larger number of secondary choices were made* more members 
were in no secondary group. At the same time, however, the 
size of secondary groups was larger than- that of primary. 
Obviously an increased number of members would have to be 
in more than one group. 28 per cent were multiple group 
members compared to only 16 per cent for the primary groups, 
nearly twice as many. Clearly some Senators were selected
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much more often than others. Perhaps this was due to their 
perceived expertise. It is possible that discovering multi­
group members would define the "actual" leadership of a 
body accurately.
Part of the reason for the members being in several 
groups is explained by examining the choices extended and 
received. In terms of choices extended multigroup.members 
had a mean of 7.53 - (N=15) as opposed to 1.95 (N-19) for no 
group members. Even more illuminating are the number of 
choices received. The multigroup members were chosen
10.4 times on the average and the members who were included 
in no informal group received only 3.6 secondary choices 
per member.
The multigroups and the members belonging to no group 
followed essentially the same pattern as did the secondary 
choices in relation to formal leadership. Only the.highest 
leadership positions were included in the multigroup members 
of any.group. It appears, then, that being a member of 
several secondary groups does not correlate well.with formal 
leadership positions as Monsma (1965) had found in his 
study.
In summary, the patterns in the Montana Senate concern­
ing the informal primary and secondary groups include:
1] More members were in primary groups than secondary 
groups, even though a much larger number of secondary con­
tacts were named,, This seemed due to the cohesive, well
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defined nature of primary groups as opposed to the open, 
general nature of secondary groups„
2] Secondary groups had twice as many outside connect 
tions per member as the primary groups, supporting the 
notion that they are more casual and open.,
3] More secondary groups were mixed or cross party 
groups, tending to show the more fluid, open nature of 
secondary groups.
4] Republican and Democrats each had about the same 
number of primary and secondary groups.
5] Neither primary nor secondary group.multiple mem­
bership defined formal leadership positions. They, however, 
may define more accurately the leaders than formal designa^ 
tion does„
CHAPTER IV
KNOWN CHARACTERISTICS AND INFORMAL GROUPS:
RESULTS
Eighteen separate primary and secondary informal groups 
were compared to seven known characteristics (party, age, 
district represented, occupation, seating proximity, religion, 
and tenure) to determine if a statistically significant 
relationship existed between them. If the hypotheses were 
supported, it would indicate that the informal groups were 
significantly more similar in terms of the known charac­
teristics than would be expected to occur by chance in the 
Senate„
In order to test the hypotheses, the chi-square test 
for significance was used. The above statistic is non- 
parametric and was chosen because a nominal level of 
measurement, which partitions a given class into a set of 
mutually exclusive subclasses, was assumed. Statistical 
findings were evaluated at the .05 level of confidence.
To test the null hypotheses chi-squares were computed 
for (1) each informal group in relation to each known 
characteristic, (2) each informal group with the known 
characteristics in combination and, (3) each known charac­
teristic across all the informal groups. The actual
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similarity relationships of the entire Senate were used 
to determine the "expected scores" and the computed 
similarity relationships of the informal groups were used 
as the "observed scores."
Table 7 portrays the chi-square and significance 
values for each of the known characteristics with all the 
informal groups combined. This application of chi-square 
(3.84=p=.05, degree of freedom=l) tested the relationships 
between a given characteristic and (1) primary informal 
groups (as a unit) and (2) secondary informal groups (as a 
unit). Four characteristics seemed to be related to primary 
groups--party, age, district represented, and proximity.
Only three of the seven known characteristics appeared to be 
related to the secondary groups --party, district represented, 
and proximity. Table 7 presents a summary of the relation­
ship appropriate to through
Because a characteristic was significantly related to 
informal or secondary groups as a whole does not imply that 
it was valuable in predicting each separate informal.group. 
None of the characteristics were significant for all of the 
eighteen individual informal groups (see Tables 8 and 9).
The same qualification should be kept in mind when inter­
preting the known characteristics which do not demonstrate 
statistically significant relationships across all primary 
or secondary informal groups. A statistically significant 
relationship may exist for a specific individual group and
TABLE 7
CHI-SQUARE AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR KNOWN 
CHARACTERISTICS ACROSS ALL INFORMAL GROUPS
PRIMARY SECONDARY
PARTY
AGE
DISTRICT
REPRESENTED
OCCUPATION
PROXIMITY
RELIGION
TENURE
X^
1108.77* 
4.46*
10.24*
1.17 
22.27* 
.02 
1.49
P
.001
.05
.01
.30
.001
.90
.30
PARTY
AGE
DISTRICT
REPRESENTED
OCCUPATION
PROXIMITY
RELIGION
TENURE
44.33*
.05
4.57* 
3. 29 
5. 78* 
.46 
.06
P
.001
.90
.05
.10
.02
.70
.90
*Significant beyond the .05 level of confidence with d.f. = 1, X^ of 3.84 is 
associated with significant level of .05.
TABLE 8
CHI-SQUARE AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR EACH SECONDARY GROUP 
AS RELATED TO SIMILARITY OF EACH KNOWN CHARACTERISTIC
Groups Party Age
District
Represented Occupation Proximity Religion Tenure
1 X2 .003 .020 1.964 8.754* .0 26 .006 .092
(N=8J P, .98 "-."90 . 20 .01 .90 .95 .802 6.800* . 788 . 856 2. 212 1. 269 .379 .046
(N=llj P„ . or . 50 . 50 .20 .'30 .70 . 803 X2 28.350* 2.418 9.696* 3.851** 4.075* 2.974 .965
(N=8) P, .001 .20 .01 .05 .05 .10 . 504 X^ .425 . 880 .357 1.522 1.114 .337 .187
- O M T " P . . 70 .50 .70 .30 . 30 .70 .705 X2 10.125* .035 .357 2.459 1.143 .120 
_  -
.187
.01 .90 .... :jv.. . 20 .....30'.. .70
6 X2 10.125* .880 3.689* 2.459 .000 .120 . 856
(N=5) P? .01 .50 .10 . 20 .99 .90 .507 X2 .000 .107 .027 ' .913 .347 .042 2.108
(N=4) P , .99 .80 .90 .50 . 70 .90 . 208 X2 10.125* 1.521 3.689* .402 .000 .120 1.019
(N-5) P 9 .01 .30 .10 .70 .99 .90 .509 X2 10.125* .035 1.169 .402 1.114 2.218 . 856
CN=5) P .01 .90 . 20 .70 .30 .20 ,50
*Significant beyond the .05 level of confidence 
df=l, X2=3.84 is associated with significance level of .05.
**Note: Group #3 similarity in terms of occupation moved in the opposite direction
than was predicted by the hypothesis. The relationship was significant indicating 
an avoidance to grouping on the basis of occupation.
TABLE 9
CHI-SQUARE AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR EACH PRIMARY GROUP 
AS RELATED TO SIMILARITY OF EACH KNOWN CHARACTERISTIC
Groups Party Age
District
Represented Occupation Proximity Religion Tenure
1 X2 16.535* 4.978* .078 9.629* 1.623 . 268 3.244
(N=10) p .001 .05 .80 .01 .30 .70 .10
2 U 10.125* .275 .058 1. 522 .OoO 17.9'9"6'*‘"" .083
(N=5) P 9 .01 .70 .90 .30 .99 .001 .803 X2 28.350* .080 6.823* 3.851** 15.285* 1.036 .t :w
(N=8) P . .001 .80 .01 .05 .001 . 50 .054 X2 10.125* .880 1.169 2.459 17.803* 1.597 1.331
(N=5) p, .01 .50 . 20 . 20 .001 . 30 .305 X2 .425 .035 .058 2.459 .000 .120 3."514
(N=5) p, . 70 .90 .90 . 20 .99 . 80 .106 X2 10.125* .275 3.689 .402 1.110 .120 .187
CN=5) p , .01 .70 .10 .70 .30 .80 .707 X2 10.125* .035 3.689 .402 1.114 5.793* 1.019
CN=5) p , .01 .90 .10 .70 . 30 .02 . 208 X2 .376 . 035 3.689 .333 1.114 .120 . 187
fN=5) p , . 70 .90 .10 .70 .30 .80 . 709 X2 15.189* 8.021* .963 2. 283 9.188* .637 .004
(N=6) p .001 .01 .50 .20 .01 . 50 . 99
*Significant beyond the .05 level of confidence 
df=l, X2=3.84= <.05
**Note: Group #3 similarity in terms of occupation moved in the opposite direction than
was predicted by the hypothesis. The relationship was significant indicating an 
avoidance to grouping on the basis of occupation.
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still not exist for all the individual groups combined. 
Mention of important qualifications are made for each 
hypotheses when relevant to interpretation of the data.
(H-̂ ) Hypothesis one, predicted that there would be 
a statistically significant relationship between primary 
informal group membership and party. The hypothesis was 
supported as indicated by Table 7 (X2=1108.77, p <,001).
A significant relationship did not exist in terms of each 
individual group, however (see Table 8). Six out of nine 
primary groups displayed a greater similarity than expected 
by chance. Support for Hj indicates that members of pri­
mary informal groups tended to be in the same party.
(H2) The second hypothesis predicted a statistically 
significant relationship existed between secondary informal 
group membership and party. The null hypothesis was 
rejected (X2=44.33, pc.001). Six of the individual secon­
dary groups demonstrated a significant relationship as 
well. Acceptance of this hypothesis indicates that 
secondary informal group members tended to be in the same 
party,
(H3) In the third hypothesis, primary informal groups 
were predicted to have a statistically significant rela­
tionship with age. The hypothesis was supported for all 
the primary groups taken together (X2=4.46, p<„05). When 
each primary group was examined individually, only two were
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significantly related to age. Support.of the hypothesis 
suggests that primary group members are closer in age than 
would be . expected by chance. This is due, however, to two 
individual groups exhibiting highly significant homogenous 
attributes.
(H4) In the fourth hypothesis secondary groups were 
predicted to have a statistically significant relationship 
with age. The study did not support the idea that secondary 
groups contained members of more similar ages than the 
entire Senate (X2=.05, p<,90). Individually, none of the 
secondary groups were related significantly to age. Accep­
tance of the null hypothesis indicates that member age does 
not distinguish secondary group members from all the 
Senators at large.
(Hg) The fifth hypothesis predicted a statistically 
significant relationship would exist between primary 
informal group membership and the district represented. 
Examination of the data for membership’representing the 
same and contiguous districts (see definitions, page 21) 
supported the hypothesis (X2=10.24, p<„01). Individually 
only one group was significant at the .05 level; however, 
three other groups were related at the .10 level. The 
evidence suggests that primary groups tended to have more 
similarity between members in terms of districts repre­
sented than the entire body did.
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(Hg) The’ sixth hypothesis predicted that a statis­
tically significant relationship would exist between 
secondary informal group membership and the district 
represented. Retaining the same definition of "district 
represented,” the similarity indexes of the secondary groups 
exhibited a significant relationship C^=4 „ 57, p < . 05). it 
must be cautioned, however, that only one of the individual 
groups was statistically significant. Across groups the 
characteristic was significant indicating that secondary 
groups had more similarity of districts represented than 
did the whole body. This was due, however, to one individ­
ual group exhibiting highly significant homogenous attri­
butes .
(H7) The seventh hypothesis that there is a statis­
tically significant relationship between primary informal 
group membership and occupation could not be supported 
(x2=1„-17, p<o30)„ Occupation was related at the „01 
level for one individual group, however. Another individual 
group had a significant relationship in the other direction 
indicating that occupation similarity was not, even by 
chance, related to the membership of that primary group. In 
general, the evidence gives support to the null hypothesis 
that occupation has no greater relationship with primary 
group membership than what can be expected by chance.
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(Hg) The eighth hypothesis predicted that there-is a 
statistically significant relationship between secondary 
informal group membership and occupation. Similarities 
recorded on the basis of occupation of secondary group 
members did not support the hypothesis (X2=3„29, p'<„10)„ 
Again only one individual group had a significant rela­
tionship with occupation. Like primary groups, one 
individual group had a statistically significant relation­
ship in the opposite direction from that predicted 
indicating, in that case, little occupational similarity. 
From the evidence found here, a member's occupation.does 
not seem to define a secondary group any better than a 
random group from the Senate.
(Hg) In the ninth hypothesis, primary informal groups 
were predicted to have a statistically significant rela­
tionship with proximity. Where a person sat apparently 
did have a relationship to primary group membership because 
the hypothesis was supported (X2=22.27, p<.001). Three 
of the individual primary groups had statistically signi­
ficant relationship. Support for Hg demonstrated that 
across primary groups, proximity was related to primary 
group membership. In other words, members of groups tended 
to sit together.
(H10) The tenth hypothesis that there is a statis­
tically significant relationship between secondary group
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membership and proximity was supported by the data (X2=5.78, 
p < . 02). While eight of the individual groups tended to 
show more proximial similarity than the actual Senate as a 
whole, only one was significant at the .05 level. Confirma­
tion of the hypothesis indicates that secondary informal 
group members tended to sit together.
(Hu) Hypothesis eleven stated that a statistically 
significant relationship exists between primary group mem­
bership and religion. In general, the hypothesis was not 
accepted (X2=,02, p < .90). The distribution within the 
individual groups must be noted in order to give perspective 
to this finding. Only two of the nine primary groups showed 
greater similarity in terms of religion than the whole 
Senate. Both of these were significant. The other seven 
groups actually showed less religious similarity than the 
entire Senate. Many of these groups had no two members 
with the same religion. Supporting the null hypothesis, then, 
indicates that religion was not related to primary group 
relationship.
(H12) The twelfth hypothesis predicted that a statis­
tically significant relationship exists between secondary 
group membership and religion. The null hypothesis could 
not be rejected from the data examined (X2=,46, p<.70).
None of the individual groups were significant. Acceptance 
of the null hypothesis indicates that religion is not 
related to secondary group membership.
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CHi 3 D The thirteenth hypothesis that a •■statistically 
significant relationship between primary informal,group 
membership and tenure was not supported by the evidence 
(X2=1.49, p<.30). One of the individual groups., however, 
did demonstrate a significant relationship and one other 
group was significant at the .10 level. The evidence in 
general suggests that there is statistically no more like­
lihood that primary informal group members will share the 
same tenure than a random group from the Senate.
(H14) The fourteenth hypothesis that a statistically 
significant relationship exists between secondary informal 
group membership and tenure had even less support.than did 
h13 (X2=.06, p<.90). Individually the strongest relation­
ships were in the opposite direction of that predicted. In 
other words, less similarity in terms of tenure existed 
than existed in the whole Senate. Failure to support the 
hypothesis indicates that secondary group members do.not 
share similar lengths of tenure any more than expected by 
chance.
(Hjl5) The fifteenth hypothesis predicted that a statis­
tically significant relationship exists between primary 
informal^group membership and a combination of the.known 
characteristics. In order to test this, chi-square was 
computed on a combination of all "known characteristics'' 
across the informal groups. Table 10 summarizes the find­
ings and indicates that the hypothesis was supported
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TABLE 10
CHI-SQUARE AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR. COMBINATION 
OF ALL KNOWN CHARACTERISTICS ACROSS ALL INFORMAL GROUPS
Primary Groups Secondary Groups
X2 p X2 p
Combinations of 
Known Charac­
teristics 67,5538 oOOl 26,5597 ,001
df=l
(X2=67, 5538, p<„001). Referring back to Table. 7 reveals 
that together the similarities of known characteristics 
show more relationship to the group than each known 
characteristic separately. Clearly some of the charac­
teristics Ci°e»j religion) do not have a strong relation­
ship, however. Party, taken separately, had a closer 
relationship than did the combination. Examination of 
Table 7 indicates that the characteristics with the 
closest relationship to primary groups were party, age, 
district represented, and proximity.
The combination of characteristics seemed to be more 
closely related to the individual primary groups than 
nearly all of the separate characteristics. Six of nine 
primary groups showed a statistically significant relation­
ship when the known characteristics were taken in combination
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(see Table 11); however,this data does not seem to be~
useful in defining individual informal;group members.
Table 12 presents a summary of the significant relation­
ships by groups compared to the separate known charac­
teristics. None of the characteristics had a significant 
relationship to all groups and yet all characteristics 
had a significant relationship to at least one group. In 
other words, no real pattern across groups was evident.
(h 16) The sixteenth hypothesis stated that a statis­
tically significant relationship exists between informal 
group membership and the known characteristics in combina­
tion. When all seven are taken together they supported 
the hypothesis (X^-26.560, p <. 001). Taken separately only 
party, district represented, and proximity were.significant. 
It seems, then, that these are the principal characteristics 
correlated with secondary informal groups. Tenure,.as 
Table 7 indicated, showed even less similarity than the 
whole Senate, suggesting that a combination leaving this 
characteristic out would be stronger.
Taking individual secondary groups and comparing:them 
to a combination of all the characteristics resulted in 
six significant relationships (see Table 11), Table.12, 
which charts the individual groups significant relationship, 
demonstrates that most of these were due to the party in­
fluence rather than several of the other similarity measures.
TABLE 11
CHI-SQUARE AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR EACH INFORMAL GROUP
WITH COMBINATION OF ALL KNOWN CHARACTERISTICS
PRIMARY GROUPS SECONDARY GROUPS
X2 p X2 p
1 1
(N=10) 20.19* .001 (N=8) .26 .70
2 2
(N=5) 7.24* .01 (N=ll) 6.30* .02
3 3
(N=8) 16.88* .001 (N=8) 8.46* .01
4 4
(N=5) 10.74* .01 (N=5) .41 .70
5 5
(N=5) .12 .80 (N=5) 4.43* .05
6 6
(N=5) 3.28 .10 (N=5) 10.74* .01
7 7
CN-5) 17.28* .001 (N=4) .81 .50
8 8
(N=5) -41 .70 (N=5) 5.75* .02
9 g
(N=6) 11.39* .001 (N=5) 10.74* .01
*Signi£icant beyond the .05 level of confidence df=l, X2=3.84 @ .05
-o-p»
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TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF THE INFORMAL GROUPS SIGNIFICANT 
RELATIONSHIPS TO KNOWN CHARACTERISTICS
PRIMARY
GROUP PARTY
DIST. 
AGE REP. OCCUP. PROXIMITY RELIG.
1 (N=10) X X X
2 (N=5) X X
3 CN=8) X X X
4 (N=5) X X
5 (N-5)
6 (N=5) X
7 (N= 5) X X
8 (N=5)
9 (N=6) X X X
X indicates 
the known
a significant relationship between 
characteristic
the group
SECONDARY
GROUP PARTY
DIST, 
AGE REP. OCCUP, PROXIMITY RELIGo
1 (N=8) X
2 (N~ll) X
3 (N=8) X X X
4 (N=5)
5 (N= 5) X
6 (N=5) X
TENURE
X
TENURE
7 (N=4)
8 (N=5) X
9 (N=5) X
X indicates a significant relationship between the group and 
the known characteristic.
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Although there were specific exceptions to this, .support
of the hypothesis shows that characteristics taken in 
combination show a greater relationship to the secondary 
informal groups than when taken separately. However, the 
relationships among the groups are erratic and irregular.
In summary, the statistical analysis which was applied 
to the data gathered in the study revealed that^hypotheses 
4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 were not supported. The remain­
der were supported. Important qualifications are made in 
Chapter V, along with a statement of conclusions,.implica­
tions, and suggestions for further research.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Informal groups have1 been found to be important 
communication channels in the legislative process. The 
communicative function grows out1 of the tendency of 
subgroups to form within larger groups on the basis of 
similarity. These similarity measures are correlated 
with increased communication between members.
A good many things are known about each member of 
a legislature. These "known characteristics" are 
assumed in much of the political science literature to 
affect the working of the legislative process. It has 
been suggested that they may serve as a basis of similar­
ity upon which informal groups are formed.
By understanding the relationships of the known 
similarities to the formation of informal groups, 
important attributes and characteristics which are 
necessarily an inherent part of the communication network 
can be examined. It also provides an opportunity to 
test specific theories in the field situation (e,g „, 
proximity).
Through the use of sociometric questions, to deter­
mine informal groups, and the application,of known
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characteristics, to establish similarity matrices, it 
was hoped that the research question ’’Are known charac­
teristics in the legislature predictors of the informal 
groups?" could be approached.
In order to accomplish this project the 1971 
session of the Montana Senate was chosen for investiga­
tion. 93 per cent of the Senators responded to the 
sociometric question in some manner. The responses 
were translated to large matrices where all choices 
extended and received for each member were recorded. 
Informal groups were discovered by starting with mutual 
choice cliques and adding new Senators on the basis of 
connections with the group. Data for known charac­
teristics was supplied by various state agencies. This 
was translated into similarity indices where every Sena­
tor was compared with every other Senator and given a 
"two" score if they were similar in terms of the 
characteristics or a "one" score if they were dis­
similar.
Once the informal groups had been established, a 
similarity score was computed for each group on the 
basis of the simlarity indices. A one-way chi-square 
analysis was applied to them.
It will be the purpose of this chapter: (1) to
give general observations and limitations concerning 
each known characteristic in terms of the informal
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groups, (2) review some qualifications which could not 
be appropriately discussed elsewhere, (3) give specific 
conclusions* (4) consider some possible implications of 
the study, and (5) suggest desirable areas for further 
research.
General Observations and Limitations
Party
Of the readily known characteristics about legis­
lators i party had the strongest association with infor­
mal group membership. Both primary and secondary groups 
tended to cluster within parties. It was the primary 
groups, however, which demonstrated the closest ties to 
party. Of the nine primary groups six were composed 
of only one party and the mixed party groups were very 
lopsided in membership (i.e., one Democrat and nine 
Republicans). Five of the nine secondary groups were 
composed of mixed party membership. Indicative of this 
was the fact that only a little more than 15 per cent 
of the primary choices were extended to the opposite 
party as opposed to nearly 30 per cent of the secondary 
choices (for detailed comparisons by party, see Chap­
ter III).
The evidence leads to the conclusion that informal 
group membership did not often deviate from the actual 
partisan groups and cross parties in the Montana
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Senate for both secondary and primary groups.
Age
Age had the tendency to be related to grouping.within 
primary informal groups and not to secondary informal 
groups. This seems to be consistent with the purposes 
of the two kinds of groups. The results would indicate 
that similarity in terms of age is important in choosing 
friends, but not as important in choosing persons with 
whom Senators discuss legislation. Younger members 
might have more reason to choose older members because 
of their legislative experience, and thus become mem­
bers of the same task oriented secondary informal group. 
This pressure would not exist to the same extent in 
primary groups.
Only two of the individual groups were statis­
tically similar in terms of age. Both were primary 
groups. In these groups the mean ages were 50.5 years 
and 63,0 years. The mean age for the entire Senate 
was 54.7 years. For the latter group, the older mem­
bers of the party, in this case Republican, form a 
distinct group. The very young members (30-39, N-3;
40-49, N=14) did not. group in any meaningful pattern.
Older members of the Democratic party placed them­
selves into separate groups from each other, although 
they tended generally to pick older members.
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District Represented
Which district a Senator represented appeared to 
be important for both secondary and primary group 
formation. In both cases it was found to have a 
significant relationship with the similarity of group 
members. "District represented" was operationalized 
to include not only the same district represented, 
but also contiguous (physically touching-bordering) 
districts. Generally, this provided for a comparison 
on a regional basis. When interpreting the results 
certain restrictions should be kept in mind, however.
In some instances, due to odd shapes and geographical 
barriers, a district just bordering another district 
would not normally be considered in the same type of 
region. In order to keep all the results consistent, 
however, the definition was adhered to in all cases. 
Another problem was that certain delegations sat 
together. They showed a significant relationship for 
both proximity and district represented. It is diffi­
cult to tell whether one or both similarity characteris­
tic affected the grouping.
One primary and one secondary individual group 
were significantly related. In the first case it was 
a primary Republican group and in the second it was a 
secondary Democratic group. Both tended to represent
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traditional Montana political districts and cleavages.
In general, both secondary and primary groups 
tended to demonstrate more similarity in terms of dis­
trict represented than would any random group from 
the Senate.
Occupation
Occupation was not supported as being a basis for 
informal group membership for either primary or secon­
dary groups. In only two instances did occupation 
seem to be related. One primary and one secondary group, 
composed of many of the same members, had the occupa­
tion of "ranching” in common. Other occupations, such 
as "farmers" and "lawyers," which many members claimed, 
did not group together. Seven of the secondary groups 
contained at least one lawyer, however. It is possible 
that certain occupations are important to, or at least 
connected with, becoming members of informal groups, 
but do not group with each other.
Special note should be made of the significant 
relationships in the opposite direction predicted. One 
primary and one secondary group were significant in 
relation to occupation at the p<.05 level, but in the 
direction which showed less similarity than the whole. 
Senate. Three primary and three secondary informal 
groups contained no members which shared the same 
occupation. This is of special interest when it is
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realized that nearly half of the members were ranchers 
or farmers. In these instances the occupation simi­
larity was negatively related.
Secondary groups might be expected to be more 
diversified in terms of occupation because of each 
occupation’s inherent expertise about specific legis­
lation. That may well have been the pattern of secon­
dary choices, but when these were converted into 
secondary groups (task related) it did not prove out.
The primary groups actually showed less similarity in 
terms of occupation than did secondary groups (see 
Table 7). Why this would happen is not apparent from 
the available data. The only conclusion that can be 
defended from the present study was that informal group 
membership tends not to be related to occupation.
Proximity
Findings of both hypotheses dealing with proximity 
tend to add support to previous research which indi­
cated that proximity had an effect upon the formation 
of groups. A few qualifications should be kept in 
mind. Certain procedures of determining the seating 
arrangements (see Chapter III) necessarily affect the 
proximity similarities. Thus, in some, cases, groups which 
were similar in terms of proximity were also similar 
in terms of district represented or party. A delega­
tion composed of one party could be seated in the same
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area, for example, statistics on three individual 
primary groups showed significant relations in terms 
of seating. When the groups that were nearly similar 
are also considered, it seems that the informal groups 
are definitive in terms of where the Senators sat in 
the chambero The groups nearly sectionalized them­
selves perfectly according to the seating schematic.
It must be remembered that a number of informal 
groups are exceptions to this general.observa­
tion.
Because Republicans cannot sit next to Democrats 
(except for two Democrats sitting on the Republican 
side of the aisle) and vice versa, the most signifi­
cant scores are found in straight party groups„ This 
also sheds some light on the reason that proximity is 
more important within primary groups. They tend to 
have fewer mixed groups„
Proximity, in a general sense, is important in 
predicting informal group formation.
Religion
As a general predictor of membership in informal 
groups, religion was clearly without significance for 
either primary or secondary groups. Although there 
were sizable delegations of Catholics, Presbyterians, 
and Lutherans, only the first showed any grouping.
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Two individual primary groups were composed largely of 
Catholics and qualified at p<o05„ Both groups were 
composed of Democrats» It was not uncommon in the 
remainder of the groups to have no two members with 
the same religious affiliations.
Tenure
Neither primary nor secondary informal groupings 
were significantly related to tenure. This character­
istic must be interpreted in light of the operational 
definition cited in Chapter I. Tenure meant legisla­
tive experience in either house as measured by 
sessions, not terms. Although neither type of informal 
group formed on the basis of tenure, the primary groups 
showed a stronger tendency toward similarities based 
on tenure. Members of informal groups were more likely 
to be friends with people who entered the legislature 
at the same time they did, than were members of secon­
dary groups.
Only one informal grouping (primary) displayed a 
significant relationship to tenure. It had a mean 
number of sessions of 3.2. Five of the eight were in 
their first term (first or second session). The mode 
was two sessions. The mean for the entire Senate was 
5.3 sessions. In this case, then, it appeared that 
most of the "freshman" Republican members were in the 
same friendship group. The new members on the Demo­
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cratic side o£ the aisle did not show a corresponding 
tendency.
In general, the members with the longest tenure 
picked members with at least moderate legislative 
experience. Freshmen tended to be selected less often 
for either primary and secondary choices (two excep­
tions out of seven freshmen).
The evidence points toward the conclusion that 
group members,are quite mixed (with a few exceptions) 
in terms of legislative experience. Tenure does not 
predict across groups.
Qualifications
A number of limitations which must be kept in 
mind when interpreting the data have been mentioned 
whenever appropriate throughout the study. Two addi­
tional qualifications need to be mentioned because
(1) they suggest methodological alternations for 
future studies and (2) they aid in keeping the 
interpretation of data in perspective.
First, when measuring the similarity of each 
member in a group to every other member some problems 
arose. Two informal groups were composed of two sub­
groups, each of which was internally very similar.
The two subgroups were dissimilar, however. The simi­
larity score was fairly high for the whole group in
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terms of proximity, while in actuality, there were ’ 
two divergent characteristics represented rather than 
one as the individual score might indicate. In these 
particular cases it meant that two members sat next 
to each other but were removed from the rest of the 
group. It did not make a major difference in the 
similarity score. While this kind of thing was not 
a.problem in any other cases it may be in future 
studies. A system that would measure the relative 
sources of similarity in the overall group score 
would help to solve this problem.
Second, caution should be used when interpreting 
the significance level for groups of fewer than five 
members. Siegel (1956) suggests that the chi-square 
not be used for cells of fewer than five unless 
necessary. All of the data used here to interpret 
the specific hypotheses contained more than five 
responses per cell, but this was not always the case 
for individual groups. In future research on informal: 
groups the original methods of measurement should be 
designed to allow finer discrimination in interpreting 
the results.
Specific Conclusions
The basic method of research used in the study 
reported here was the case study: the 1971 session of
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the Montana Senate was the object of research. It is 
not known whether the findings summarized before held 
true for other legislatures, or even whether they held 
true for other sessions of the Montana legislature.
Nevertheless, the following tentative conclusions 
are drawn in the hope that they will offer insight 
into the composition of this legislature within the 
limitations and qualifications mentioned earlier.
Cl) A significant relationship exists between 
both primary and secondary informal groups and party 
membershipso The informal groups are more similar 
in party membership than a random group from the 
Senate would be,
(2) A significant relationship exists between 
primary informal groups and age, but does not exist 
between secondary informal groups and age. Primary 
groups are more similar in terms of age than would be 
expected by chance.
(3) A significant relationship exists between 
district represented and both primary and secondary 
informal groups, The members of informal groups were 
more similar in terms of district represented than 
would be a random group from the Senate,
(4) Neither primary or secondary informal groups 
showed a significant relationship with occupation. 
Occupation did not appear to be. a factor in the format
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tion of informal groupss in that members of the same 
occupation did not group together,,
(5) Members of both primary and secondary groups 
were similar in terms of proximity. Members of infor­
mal groups tended to sit in such a way that their 
desks touched on at least one side.
(6) Primary and secondary informal groups were 
not significantly related to religion. Members of the 
same faith were not in the same group any more than 
would be expected by chance.
(7) Senate members with similar amounts of legis­
lative experience (tenure) did not group together in 
either primary or secondary groups,
(8) Individual primary and secondary informal 
groups did not demonstrate any consistent or predict­
able pattern in terms of the seven characteristics 
studied. Every characteristic had at least one in­
dividual group in which it was significant and no 
characteristic was significant in all the individual 
informal groups.
(9) The combination of known characteristics 
showed a significant relationship to both primary 
and secondary informal groups. Similarity across all 
the groups together seems to be generally related
to informal group membership. A combination of charac^ 
teristics better identifies the informal group member
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than the variables taken separately. This is only true 
in general and does not hold true for each individual 
informal group.
Additional conclusions dealing with primary and 
secondary choices and primary and secondary groupings 
can be found in Chapter III.
Implications
The major implication of this study is the find­
ing that individual informal groups are not accurately 
predicted by the known characteristics. Each informal 
group was found to be unique in how it related to the 
seven known characteristics considered. The original 
research question asked if known characteristics were 
predictors of informal groups. When the informal 
groups were taken as a whole, certain characteristics 
were, indeed, significantly related to informal group 
membership (i.e., party, age, district represented, 
and proximity). When the ’’individual groups" were 
examined for each known characteristics, however, there 
were both (1) groups with a significant relationship 
and (2) groups not related at all. No consistent 
pattern developed from group to group. The ability to 
predict informal group membership will be dependent 
upon the ability to account, for many less obvious and 
intervening variables than the present study attempted.
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What the study does suggest is that certain types 
of similarities are associated with the clustering of 
informal groups- It would be possible, then, for 
persons interested in the influencing of the legisla­
ture to take certain known characteristics and predict 
probable groupings of members revealing certain com­
munication channels 0
The results of this study add additional support 
to the body of literature which contends that subgroups 
form within larger groups on the basis of similarities* 
In general, a Senator seemed to choose his friends from 
his own party, from the same or near-by electoral dis­
trict, from those the same age, and from those who 
sat close enough to talk to on the floor. A Senator 
tended to talk about legislation with more,people and 
of generally a more diversified cross section. In the 
core secondary group, however, the people he most often 
talked to were from the same or neighboring district, 
sat close and were of the same political party (a large 
number were in mixed groups as well).
An additional implication is that both primary and 
secondary informal groups exist and operate in a body 
the size of the Montana Senate.
In most regards the secondary and primary informal 
groups were similar. They did differ in several impor­
tant ways, however. Examples would include: (1) 5.8
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outside connections per member of a primary group com­
pared to 10.1 for member of secondary groups, (2) makeup 
of the groups in terms of party--five of the nine 
secondary groups were mixed with at least two members 
from each party compared to only one in the primary 
groups, (3) secondary groups contained slightly more 
members per group but there were fewer Senators who 
were in secondary groups, thus 28 per cent of secon­
dary group members were in more than one group, com­
pared to 16 per cent for primary groups, (4) the degree 
of relationship to known characteristics--the nine 
individual primary groups had 17 statistically signifi­
cant relationships with the seven known characteristics 
compared with only nine for the nine secondary groups 
(see Table 12). If the research which describes the 
different communicative functions of groups is accurate, 
then it might be hypothesized that primary and secon­
dary informal groups serve different communicative 
functionso This possibility was implied by the 
evidence„
Review of Chapters III and IV indicates the Mon­
tana Senate has different informal group characteris­
tics than other legislatures. Examples of this 
include: (1) No real difference between political
parties with regard to informal: group characteristics;
*
i.,e., size of groups, group cohesion, and outside
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connections per member„ In Michigan,. Democratic groups 
tended to be more cohesive and. to have fewer contacts 
with members outside their groups than, the Republicans;
(2) Formal leadership did not.seem to coincide with 
being overchosen or a multigroup member as it had in 
Wisconsin, Michigan, and the four legislatures des­
cribed by Wahlke, et al. (1962); (3) No significant 
relationship was found for "religion" and "occupation,," 
Monsma (1965) noted that similarity in these back­
grounds was related to informal groups; however, he. 
did not,test it statistically for significance. A 
possible explanation for the difference could stem from 
the smaller size of a Senate or the nonrprofessional 
nature of the Montana legislature. Other variables as 
well could account for these differences. One implica­
tion, then, is that additional research is needed to 
determine the relevant correlates.
An extremely important implication of the limited 
results is the necessity of considering many additional 
options in any future research. The research offered 
here was too limited in scope to answer several of the 
most basic questions involved. It does, however* pro­
vide a base upon which to proceed, both in terms of 
direction and methodological changes.
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Suggestions for Further Research
Perhaps the most important function of the present 
study is the scope and direction it suggests that may be 
necessary to adequately study informal groups in a legis­
lative situation. While the conclusions reached in this 
study suggest a relationship between similarities of 
informal; group members and certain known characteristics, 
these characteristics do not account for all the instances 
of informal groups. In order to understand relationship 
of group formation and the resultant communication pro­
cesses much more research will be needed. That research 
will have to be much more.specific in design and more 
sophisticated in methods, A few suggestions follow:
1) Research should more clearly define and quantify 
the various functions of informal groups as communication 
networds. Although present research indicates that there 
are several functions, they are not clearly delineated,
A descriptive study which only defined the communicative 
patterns in a Senate would be very helpfuld
2) The legislature is composed of various types of 
informal groups (e,g,, mixed versus single party groups). 
Research could find if these variations make a difference 
in the communication function, A group might.vary in
its primary function of input, compromise, voting instruc­
tion, reinforcement channels, or others depending on type.
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3) The research conducted here,was concerned only with 
mutual choicer members and their associates taken as separate 
groups. Future research might profitably ask about different 
communication patterns and functions. Preliminary investigar. 
tion into the Montana Senate tended to show that serial 
chains of communication existed. Also certain members
acted as liaisons between.various groups. The secondary 
groups particularly could be investigated by looking at 
dyads, triad, and serial chains of means of transferring 
messages. Research could investigate if messages are given 
to a group or merely to a member of a group who in turn 
passes it along. It may be that the important connection 
In secondary groups is not the group but an extended 
series of individual contacts.
4) The similarity bases that have been discussed in 
this study do not in all cases reflect the formation of 
informal groups. There may well be other bases of simi­
larity which have not yet been discovered or are not 
readily apparent. Additional research in this area should 
try to isolate any variables which affect the informal 
grouping.
5) The known characteristics are not compelling in. 
the formation of informal groups. In other words, it 
would be possible to pick groups from the Montana Senate 
which displayed higher similarity scores than any of the
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actual informal groups, but which did not group together. 
Additional inquiry could try to answer what keeps these 
groups from forming. The research should also concern 
itself with what additional factors cause the other groups 
to form.
6) Although the definitions of specific known charac­
teristics have been used consistently throughout this study, 
several adjustments might be warranted in future research. 
"District represented" could be grouped in a number of 
different ways. Categorizing the similarity of district 
represented on the basis of rural-urban or on an economic 
basis would be asking a different question than the 
physical regionalism used in this study. Allowing the ages 
or tenures to vary more than five years or one session, 
respectively, would give a clearer view of how these char­
acteristics affect informal groups. Blocking religion,
and occupation in broader or narrower categories than 
those used here would more fully define their relationship 
to the informal groups. More known characteristics might 
also be considered (i.e., socio-economic background, polit­
ical ambition,.or committee assignments).
7) The research completed here suggests that informal 
groups may be better predictors of the "actual" leadership 
than formal positions. Although this study did not demonr 
strate multiple informal group membership to be a predictor,
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research aimed at finding if this is the,case could be a 
very useful tool in legislative leadership research.
8) While much of the business takes place before a 
bill ever reaches the stage of being voted on, this part 
of the process is‘often.considered the end product. 
Comparing the informal group formations with the voting 
agreement of members would show their effect on the part 
of the legislative process. Research should reveal what 
types of groupings and similarities affect the roll-call 
behavior.
9) State legislative bodies are composed of varying 
numbers of members. The Montana Senate, composed of 
fifty-five members, showed quite a few deviations.from 
previous research (see Chapter III). Research using 
Senates and Houses of Representatives of different sizes 
could make direct observations comparing groups of 
various sizes. Several questions could be examined:
(a) do larger groups have proportionately more informal 
groups? (b) is the communication by individual members 
more restricted to fellow group members in a larger body? 
(c) is communication of informal groups concentric with 
communication of the entire body in a group as small as 
a Senate?
10) There are various ways of defining and classify­
ing legislatures. Chaffee (1970) talked of one--profes­
sional and amateur. A study across several legislatures
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could include both professional and amateur and, thus, 
make the findings of more value for generalization. There 
were observed differences in the Montana Senate from 
previous research, but* without designing the study to 
account specifically for Montana's amateur nature any 
connections would merely be speculation. Research should 
be specifically directed toward ascertaining any dif­
ferences in the function or nature of informal groups.
For example, the communication load might very wellchange 
as a function of the formal;communication channels estab­
lished (e.g., larger staffs).
The questions raised in this study should provide a 
stimulus for more detailed research regarding the function 
of informal groups as a communication channel and working 
part of the legislative system.
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A P P E N D I X
APPENDIX A 
ROSTER 1971 MONTANA SENATE 
DISTRICT TENURE
NAME PARTY NUMBER AGE (SESSION) OCCUPATION RELIGION
Bennett, W. F. R. 30 51 3 physician 8 surgeon N. A.
Bertsche, W. H. D. 18 61 3 rancher Congregational
Bollinger, G. E. D. 5 56 4 grocer Catholic
Boylan, P. F. D. 15 52 2 farmer-rancher Catholic
Broeder, F. 0. R. 30 53 10 lumberer-logger Lutheran
Brownfield, B. 
(deceased)
- -- - ---------- -----------
Carl, F. G. R. 26 41 1 insurance Lutheran
Cochrane, A. M. R. 9 61 2 auto dealer Congregational
Cotton, R. S. D. 5 72 14 rancher-farmer Episcopal
Deschamps, G. W. R. 26 65 4 rancher Catholic
DeWolfe, P. D. 29 67 8 rancher N. A.
Drake, G. L. R. 21 44 1 lawyer Baptist
Dzivi, D. D. 18 35 3 lawyer Presbyterian
Flynn, E. D. 26 52 5 farmer Catholic
Gilfeather, P. J. D. 18 63 5 lawyer Episcopal
DISTRICT
APPENDIX A (cont.) 
TENURE
NAME PARTY NUMBER AGE (SESSION) OCCUPATION
Goodheart, B. J. D. 10 48 2 railway agent-telegrapher
Graham, C. A. D. 8 58 6 rancher
Groff, W. A. D. 25 51 9 rancher § banker
Hafferman, W. F. D. 31 63 6 motel § trailer court
Hanks, V. D. 15 61 5 farmer-rancher
Hazelbaker, F. W. R. 24 59 8 insurance § real estate
Hibbard, H. S. R. 21 52 6 rancher
James, D. F. D. 19 66 17 farmer
Kennan, P. J. D. 22 59 3 office clerk
Klindt, H. J. R. 9 70 3 education--P.E.
Lowe, W. R. R. 9 56 1 general contractor
Lynch, N. J. D. 23 37 2 lawyer
Lyon, J. R. 20 51 2 radio station owner-operator
Mackay, W. R. R. 13 60 10 rancher
Manning, D. M. D. 6 74 18 contractor
Mathers, W, L. R. 7 48 6 rancher
McCallum, G. R. 27 52 1 rancher-Xmas tree operator
RELIGION
Catholic
Baptist
Presbyterian
Lutheran
Christian Church
Presbyterian
Episcopal
Lutheran
Catholic
Methodist
Lutheran
Catholic
Methodist
Congregational
Catholic
Presbyterian
Presbyterian
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APPENDIX A (cont.)
NAME PARTY
DISTRICT
NUMBER AGE
TENURE
(SESSION) OCCUPATION RELIGION
McDonald, J. K. D. 18 42 4 rancher Catholic
McGowan, G. D. 17 60 9 rancher Catholic
McKeon, J. L. D. 22 46 6 lawyer N. A.
McOmber, G. D. 20 52 7 farmer L. D. S.
Mitchell, H. S. D. 18 38 3 farmer, dairy Catholic
Moore, J. R. 12 44 2 rancher-lawyer Catholic
Moritz, E. R. 11 68 7 contractor Methodist
Nees, S. D. 4 68 8 farmer Presbyterian
Northey, H. T. R. 26 60 5 Montana Transfer Co. Presbyterian
Reardon, F. D. D. 23 74 8 contractor Catholic
Rehberg, J. D. R. 9 42 5 drive-in operator, 
rancher, real estate
Episcopal
Rosell, A. F. R. 9 45 6 education Presbyterian
Rostad, C. R. 16 64 6 livestock grower Lutheran
Rugg, G. T. R. 1 47 3 rancher Methodist
Shea, J. R. D. 23 56 1 insurance Catholic
Sheehy, J. C. D. 9 53 4 lawyer Catholic
APPENDIX A (cont. )
NAME PARTY
DISTRICT
NUMBER AGE
TENURE
(SESSION) OCCUPATION RELIGION
Siderius, G. D. 30 64 9 farmer Presbyterian
Sorensen, C. F. D. 18 47 1 auto dealer N. A.
Stein, B. H. R. 14 56 7 rancher N. A.
Stephen, S. R. 19 42 2 radio broadcaster/cable 
TV owner
Lutheran
Thiessen, C. R. D. 3 61 7 farmer-rancher Christian § 
Missionary Al]
Turnage, J. A. R. 28 45 5 lawyer Lutheran
Vainio, L. E. D. 23 32 1 doctor optometry Catholic
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APPENDIX B
AGE: THE MONTANA SENATE— 1971 SESSION
Age Number Percentage
30-39 3 5 o6
40-49 14 25,9
50-59 17 31.5
60-69 16 29o 6
70-79 4 7„4
Mean age o£ the Senate is 54.7 years
©\o 
o\o 
©\© 
©\o 
©\
o
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APPENDIX C
OCCUPATION: MONTANT STATE SENATE--1971 SESSION
Occupation Number Percentage
rancher 16 29„6
farmer 9 16 „ 6
lawyer 7 13.0
education 2 3,7
contractor 4 7,4
insurance 3 5„6
auto dealer 2 3«7
radio and TV 2 3„7
doctor 2 3„7
other 7 13„0 0\o 
c\o
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0\0
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APPENDIX D
RELIGION: THE MONTANA SENATE--1971 SESSION
Religion Number Percentage
Catholic 16 29.6%
Presbyterian
Lutheran
9
8
16. 7
14.8!
Methodist
Episcopal
Congregational
Baptist
Christian Church
4
4
3
2
1
7.4%
7.4%
5.6%
3.7%
1 .8%
Christian § 
Missionary Alliance 1.8%
L. D. S. 1.8%
N. A. 9.3!
*N. A. (Not Available)--Five members did.not complete this 
part of the personal data sheet.
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APPENDIX E
TENURE--LEGISLATIVE EXPERIENCE:
MONTANA STATE SENATE--1971 SESSION
Sessions Number of Members Percentage
1 (freshman) 7 13.0
2 7 13.0
3 7 13.0
4 4 7.4
5 6 11.1
6 7 13.0
7 4 7.4
8 4 7.4
9 3 5.6
10 2 3.7
11 0 ---
12 0
13 0
14 1 1.8
15 0 - - -
16 0 ---
17 1 1.8
18 1 1.8
Mean number of sessions is 5.3 sessions.
°\° 
o\° 
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o\° 
o\° 
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APPENDIX F 
SENATE 42ND ASSEMBLY -- SEATING CHART
ASSEMBLY-1971
12-27
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APPENDIX G 
MONTANA SENATORIAL DISTRICTS
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APPENDIX H 
COVER LETTER FOR MAILED QUESTIONS
Department of Speech Communication 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana
Dear Senator:
I would, like to ask your help in work. I’m doing on my 
Master's thesis. I have included two. questions which 
would really help in my data collection,. The questions 
are designed so that it will only take a minute to answer 
them.
THE NAMES WILL BE CONFIDENTIAL AND-DESTROYED ..AFTER
THEY ARE CONVERTED INTO A NUMERICAL CODE. It would be
appreciated if these could be returned as soon, as possible, 
A self-addressed, stamped envelope has been included for 
this purpose.
Thanks again for your help.
Sincerely,
Allan Louden
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APPENDIX 1
SOCIOMETRIC QUESTIONS
Answer for the 1971 session.
Could you name the members who are.your closest personal friends 
in the Senate--the members you see... most often outside the. chamber, 
at lunch and dinner, or parties, and other social gatherings.
(List Names)
Could you name the members of the Senate with whom you frequently 
discuss proposed legislation.
Informal 
Group
APPENDIX J: EXAMPLE - IDENTIFYING INFORMAL GROUPS
Senators
7
14
21
39
8
54
Mutual 
> Choice 
Group
J
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